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This research focuses on the experiences of young men and women who are or would like to
become farmers in Bangladesh. Due to challenges and obstacles in farming, young men and
women are reluctant to enter farming, which raises the question about the future of agriculture and
the rural economy. At the same time, despite the challenges, many young people are trying to make
a living by farming through conventional and innovative means. Using a youth perspective, I
undertook fieldwork in the summer of 2018, in Subarno Char Upazila (sub-district), Bangladesh.
The research offers three main findings: one, although rice is the staple crop and the most widely
cultivated crop in Bangladesh, young people are more interested in growing profit-oriented crops
like lentils, nuts, and watermelon. This can be seen as a strategy to avoid the monopolized rice
distribution channel where making a profit is difficult. Second, the main challenges faced by
Bangladeshi young farmers are related to landlessness, lack of knowledge, unpredictable weather
and their reliance on informal financing and sharecropping. Third, young women face additional
challenges to establish themselves as farmers because farming is seen as men’s domain and society
is not ready to recognise women’s contributions in farming. The research is relevant for policy and
practice for the growth of the agriculture sector, and the reduction of youth unemployment and
rural poverty in Bangladesh.
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Chapter 1: Youth unemployment, and farming as a livelihood option:
Context of Bangladesh

While I was editing my thesis and preparing to submit it to my supervisor and committee member,
a news headline— “Farmer sets fire to his own paddy field out of protest”—was published in a
Bangladesh national newspaper on May 2019. The protester, a middle-aged farmer from Tangail,
near Dhaka, explained:
The government has fixed the price of coarse paddy price at TK500 (around 6 USD) per
maund. We have to pay a day labourer TK850 (10 USD) a day to harvest paddy. There are
others costs too, to process the paddy. We can’t even find day labourers at such high wages.
We can’t harvest properly and in a timely manner, so I set half an acre of my paddy on fire
(Numan 2019).
People shared this news link on Facebook in Bangladesh and analysed this protest from their own
perspective, showing sympathy to farmers’ situation of the country. Immediately after, some
people from various social spheres came up with the idea to help harvest farmer’s fields given this
distressing situation. Some other people on social media criticized this idea because it could not
be a solution in the long run. Meanwhile, I was reminded of a comment from a research respondent,
an old male farmer, the importance of which I could only understand now. When I asked him about
the changes that he had experienced in farming and related activities over time, he replied:
In our time we heard farmers are the backbone of the nation, but now people are saying
education is the backbone of the nation. -Old Male Farmer 05

While I tried to recall the memory of the time when I was interviewing that farmer, an image of a
person came in my mind that reflected a person who was once respected and proud of his position
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in society. After making this comment, he looked at me with bewildered eyes, maybe to hear my
opinion about his position as a farmer in society. I did not have words to soothe him at that moment.
In my literature review, I found that studies in many places in the world illustrate that farmers are
not eager to see their sons and daughters become farmers because of the hard work, low returns,
low status, and other challenges of this profession. These two accounts of the farmers provide a
small hint of Bangladesh’s agrarian crisis. This research from the youth perspective will explore
the generational dynamics of farmers’ experiences in Bangladesh.

1.1 Background and aim of the study
The population of young people (aged 15 to 29-years-old) today is the highest in world history.
Young people make up around one-quarter of the total global population, and about 87% of them
live in developing countries (The Commonwealth 2016). Simultaneously, when we look at the
rates of unemployment around the globe, youth account for half of the entire population of
unemployed people (World Bank 2015). In many developing countries, the prospect of finding a
decent job outside of the agriculture sector is limited for rural youth, particularly in South-Central
Asia and Africa (Proctor and Lucchesi 2012). Also, given the reality that a large portion of young
people in developing countries live in rural areas, even in the most optimistic situation it is tough
to imagine that urban sectors will be able to provide employment to this burgeoning youth
population (FAO 2016). According to the World Bank, agriculture is still the most powerful tool
available to reduce poverty and to raise the level of income for 80% of the poor people living in
rural areas in developing countries (The World Bank 2019). Despite this, there is a dearth of policy
and investment initiatives that focus on the creation of rural youth employment opportunities in
the agriculture sector (Proctor and Lucchesi 2012).
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This research is inspired by the work of Ben White (2011) “Who will own the countryside?
Dispossession, rural youth and the future of farming” and the research project Becoming a young
farmer: young people’s pathways into farming in four countries. White draws attention to the
generational crisis in agriculture, explaining that despite chronic unemployment and
underemployment among the youth population, globally an increasing number of young
populations are losing interest in the rural economy and farming. He emphasized the importance
of finding out the reasons behind young people turning away from the agriculture sector, in order
to envision a small scale-based future of sustainable agriculture. Moreover, White notes that
agriculture is one of the few potential sectors that can absorb this youth energy and turn it into a
productive resource, if appropriate supports are provided and policy initiatives are taken to
encourage young people to enter or remain in farming. Some other scholars and recent policy
reports also similarly discuss both young people’s problems of unemployment and the future of
agriculture, suggesting the creation of a viable environment to support young people to gain
success in agriculture (MIJARC/IFAD/FAO 2012; IFAD 2011; Sumberg, et al. 2014; Yeboah and
Jayne 2017; Vijayabaskar, Narayanan and Srinivasan 2018). This raises the question of what
conditions are needed for farming to be a viable solution for young people.
In the developing world, there are still many young people who are trying to make a living by
farming through both conventional and innovative means, despite the challenges and predicaments
in agriculture. The main aim of this research is to understand the experiences of becoming a young
farmer in the context of Bangladesh. A study of young farmers will be helpful in understanding
their challenges as well as strategies that they have developed to deal with these uncertainties in
the farming profession. The insights from this study will be useful in supporting prospective young
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farmers and to aid in policy development geared towards the growth of the agriculture sector as
well as the reduction of youth unemployment and rural poverty.

1.2 Context of Bangladesh
In Bangladesh, around 47 million people are youths, making up one-third of the total population.
Among them, 73% are living in rural areas (UN, Population Division 2015) and almost one-third
are unemployed (Corraya 2015; Raihan 2017). At the same time, despite rapid economic growth,
around 47 million people are still in poverty, and 70% of them live in rural areas (The World Bank
2014). These statistics indicate that poverty and youth unemployment in Bangladesh, especially in
rural areas, are not isolated problems. This trend can be attributed to a lack of investment in rural
areas, and continuing negligence by governments to the rural economy correlated with industrial
growth that does not create adequate jobs. In the 1980s, like in many other developing countries,
Bangladesh initiated an economic transformation and gradually shifted from a dominance of
agriculture in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to a manufacturing and service sectors-based
industrial economy (Raihan 2018). Between 1983 and 2012, the industrial sector’s contribution to
GDP has increased three-fold (from 9.8% to 29.93%) but employment in this sector increased by
only 6% (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics [BBS] 1984) (Government of Bangladesh [GoB] 2012).
In the same period, the agriculture sector went from contributing one-third to one-fourth of the
country’s GDP (World Bank 2016), but this sector continued to employ 45.1% of the workforce
(BBS 2015). Mishra (2007) illustrates that the industrial investment in Bangladesh primarily goes
to unproductive sectors, such as construction and the stock market. The manufacturing sector only
reflects the export-oriented garments industry, which mainly employs young women and pays low
wages for mainly precarious work. Industrial investment in sectors like construction and the low
value-added garment industry partly solved the unemployment problem by creating an informal,
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low-paying job market (Mishra 2007). The high density of poverty, chronic unemployment, and
underemployment in rural areas can be linked to the economic transformation effort made in the
1980s. To clarify, the current argument is not against industrialization; instead, I want to posit that
rural poverty and youth unemployment are interconnected phenomena and, as such,
industrialization may not be the only or an adequate solution to these problems. Therefore,
improving the future of rural youth and reducing rural poverty in Bangladesh will not be possible
by ignoring the agriculture sector.
Although agriculture is the single most important sector providing livelihoods in the country,
the performance in this sector in terms of farmers’ profitability is not promising. Increasing
production prices and the low market value of agricultural produce are two of the main reasons for
low profitability (Mottaleb and Mohanty 2015). By analysing Household Income & Expenditure
Survey (HIES) data from Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS), Mottaleb and Mohanty (2015)
found that from 2000 to 2010, the production cost of rice (the most produced crop in the country)
increased by 169% whereas income from rice increased by nearly 104% for small farmers. As a
result, gross profitability decreased by 12%. Besides, almost annually farmers in Bangladesh face
various harsh natural disasters such as floods, untimely rains, excessive monsoon rain, and drought
aa well as soil degradation and water erosion, which cause damage in farm production (Hasan and
Alam 2006; Al-Mahmood 2012; Nadiruzzaman, et al. no date). Thus, agriculture as a livelihood
option has many challenges.
The Bangladesh National Youth Policy 2017 defined youth as people who are in the age range of
18 to 35 years (Ministry of Youth Development 2017). This age range is used as the working
definition of youth in this research. Even though one-third of Bangladeshi youth are facing
unemployment (Corraya 2015), my research asks whether the youth of Bangladesh view farming
5

as a viable income-generating option and whether it would solve the unemployment problem.
Although a large number of rural youth in the country are still dependent on the agriculture sector,
there is a lack of scholarly and policy attention on young farmers. Their experiences in farming in
Bangladesh is still unexplored.
Young women farmers will likely have to overcome additional challenges due to their gender
identities in Bangladesh. Land rights for women are restricted by religious law. For illustration, a
Muslim woman inherits half of what her male sibling inherits; however, Hindu and Buddhist
women inherit nothing (The Economist 2013). Arsens (2011) found that there is a significant
gender imbalance in landownership in Bangladesh, though the actual gap is not known since there
is no reliable gender-disaggregated statistics on landownership. According to one estimate, only
4.6% of total agricultural land is owned by women in Bangladesh (FAO 2015). Even if women
own land, their control of the resource in terms of use, sale and mortgage options are limited (Arens
2011). It is interesting to observe that although women have very limited access to resources, their
participation in farming is insignificant. A Bangladesh labour force survey conducted in 2016-17
showed women’s labour force participation in agriculture, forestry and fisheries is larger than that
of men (63% female and 30.8% male). Therefore, gender dynamics among young farmers in
Bangladesh is considered an important aspect in this study.

1.3 Literature review
Why young people are abandoning farming across the globe.
Recent studies have revealed two sets of reasons behind youth aversion to farming. Farming is
perceived as less attractive as a profession because of the following reasons: it is physically
strenuous, existence of various risk factors (such as unpredictable weather and volatile markets),
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low profitability, and low productivity (Sharma 2007; IFAD 2011; Naafs and White 2012;
Berckmoesa and White 2014; Basnet 2015; Sumberg, et al. 2017). Moreover, massive urbanization
(Koninck 2004) and the aspirations of young people to take up professions other than farming
(Leavy and Hossain 2014) are making the youth quit the agriculture sector. Young people choose
formal salaried jobs over farming because of different constructions of social status attached to the
profession—farming is not considered respectable by many educated youth (Jeffrey 2017; Leavy
and Hossain 2014; Leavy and Smith 2011). Many educated youths consider farming as a
demeaning profession and a sign of failure in life (Tadele and Ayalew 2012). According to
Sumberg, et al. (2017), in the African context, young people see farming as an outdated and hardworking profession of the poor with low returns. Portilla (2017) presents another context from
Laos that salaried job gives autonomy to young people whereas earnings from the family farm are
shared by every household member.
Young people who are interested in becoming farmers or stay in the farming profession face a
number of key barriers to establishing themselves in agriculture, such as access to land, finance,
knowledge, and the market (White 2011; Proctor and Lucchesi 2012; FAO 2014; Basnet 2015). In
addition to these key barriers, Proctor and Lucchesi (2012) note that in many developing countries,
infrastructural weakness in rural areas (such as rural road and transportation systems) and poor
market protection policies also create obstacles to running a profitable farming business. Babbie
(2016) notes that these barriers are the main reason for young people’s negative attitudes towards
farming and consequently, we see that young people are increasingly turning their backs on the
agriculture sector. Basnet (2015) adds that even young people who remain in farming do not
necessarily like it, and are often forced to stay in this profession because they do not have any
other option.
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Land is a crucial component to further this discussion. Land (access to land, scarcity of land,
increasing land price) is identified as the foremost challenge for young people who want to become
farmers (Portilla 2007; Proctor and Lucchesi 2012; FAO 2014; Akatiga and White 2015), though
this has not appeared in the same way all over the world. For instance, in Burundi, land scarcity
and land fertility are big issues, and land is not equally inherited by men and women (Berckmoesa
and White 2014). In many places young people have to wait a long period of time to inherit land
from the older generation and if they want to start farming by buying land, it is almost impossible
due to excessive land prices against an anticipated low return from farming (White 2011; Proctor
and Lucchesi 2012). Also, the scarcity of land globally has been created because of government
land policies and increasing land grabs by (trans)national corporations (Borras Jr and Franco 2012;
Adnan 2013; Kumar 2011). The land policies in many places favour the use of land for purposes
other than agriculture. Such as, in India and Bangladesh, governments allocate large tracts of land
to domestic and foreign corporations to established factories under Special Economic Zones (SEZ)
(Adnan 2016).
Lack of finances is another major problem that prevents young people from participating in
farming and there are not enough youth centric financial services available to help young farmers
(Graf and Dalla Valla 2014; AFA 2014; Rutten and Fanou 2015). Though financial institutions
serve young people who are above 18 years of age, they do not categorise the age group in a
recognisable manner to fulfill young people needs (FAO 2014). The lack of collateral is one of the
main constraints for young people to attain financial services. An Asian Farmers Association
(AFA) (2014) report explains that in many Asian countries, young people do not own family land
(ownership remain with the parents), which makes it difficult for them to fulfil the conditions for
collateral that are required to receive capital support from a financial institution. Likewise, Rutten
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and Fanou (2015) found that African youth often do not hold land titles or have stable jobs to
manage collateral to access financial services from formal institutions. In some high-income
regions (such as the European Union, United States and Canada), there are a few financial services
for young people (Murphy 2012), but Mills in the context of Canada (2016) found that these
government supports usually go to young people pursuing industrial agriculture and they usually
come from privileged backgrounds. Another major obstacle to becoming a young farmer is the
lack of experience, training, and technical knowledge to maintain a profitable farming operation
(AFA 2014; FAO 2014). The Food and Agriculture Organization (2016) noted that in many parts
of the world, formal training and education rarely incorporate needed capacity development for
rural youth to engage in productive and profitable agriculture. Additionally, in most parts of the
world, agriculture is seen as a less worthwhile subject to study and a last resort for the
underachiever (MIJARC/IFAD/FAO 2012; FAO 2014), thus the interest in agricultural education
and activities is decreasing eventually among young people.
These factors are discussed in recent studies as the reasons for young people leaving the farming
profession across the world. Under these circumstances, the research investigates why are many
other young people remaining or entering farming, what are their experiences and motivations in
farming, and how do they deal with the challenges?
Young Women Farmers
When we talk about farmers or young farmers, we envision a male farmer while the possibility of
women farmers is ignored. Though women have been playing a significant role in agriculture
throughout human history (Sachs and Alston 2010), their role remains invisible or not well
documented and often women face various gender specific constraints in farming (Safilios-
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Rothschild 1985; Balakrishnan 2005). In many regions of the world, a gendered division of labour
on the family farm is omnipresent, which has a significant impact on hiding women's actual
contributions to farming (Whatmore 1991). Thus, in many cases, their role is described as
‘farmwives’ or the bookkeeper, good for only post-harvesting work and other undervalued tasks
rather than reflecting their actual involvement and contributions on the farm (Rahman 2000; Amy,
et al. 2008, Hovorka 2012).
Across the world, women have less access to productive resources and opportunities than men,
including: land, livestock, labour, technology, education, extension services, and financial services
(Doss and SOFA 2011; FAO 2011; Quisumbing, et al. 2014). A FAO report (2011) reveals that in
the developing world, women own less than 5% of land and often their land is smaller in size and
lower in quality. Therefore, a woman faces more complex situations than a man to become a
farmer. Notably, the land is the most critical resource for women since women do not have equal
land rights in many parts of the world. Even when they have the legal right on land, cultural and
social prohibitions against women’s ownership of land are often more powerful than the formal
law (World Bank 2009). Moreover, almost everywhere in the developing world women also have
the least access to means of increasing crop yield and market value produces than traditional crops
(FAO 2009).
Existing literature on women in agriculture seems to overlook young women farmers’ experiences
and obstacles in agriculture; the literature does not segregate by age or life stages (household head,
marital/parental status) of women farmers. An International Fund for Agricultural Development
(2014) report describes how unmarried young girls and newly-married young women (including
lactating and nursing mothers) are generally restricted by social norms and childcare
responsibilities, which frequently hinder their pursuit of farming activities. Also, in many
10

instances, young women are not considered as heir of the family farm. Consequently, a girl child’s
upbringing and socialization does not prepare her for taking up the future role of a farmer (Silvasti
2003; Cassidy, Srinivasan and White 2019; Cassidy 2019). Smith (2017) provides an account of
an Australian young woman farmer and states that the mechanical work (such as operating a tractor
and a reaper) on the farm is one of the biggest challenges for her. She is from a rural area and went
to boarding school. Her boarding school for girls did not teach her mechanical and auto-electronics
in classroom, whereas a boarding school for boys often does. In this context, this research explores
What are the experiences of young women in becoming farmers and how do they deal with the
socio-economic barriers as farmers and as young people?

Thesis Outline:
The rest of this thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter two begins with a description of my
theoretical framework. I used interdisciplinary youth studies and agrarian studies perspectives as
a theoretical framework to understand the experiences of young people in farming. Then I describe
the field site and data collection method. This chapter also describes participant recruitment
procedures, ethical issues, and the limitations of this research.
Chapter three illustrates the main findings of this research. To start with, I have described the
profile of young farmers in this study. Then I analyse the main findings of this research, dividing
those into five sub-themes, which highlight the circumstances under which young people choose
farming, how they access knowledge, land and funds as well as the focus of their farming activities.
In the analysis, I also try to portray the differences and similarities between old and young
generations of farmers.
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Chapter four provides my research findings on young women farmers’ experiences in farming,
including the challenges that young women face in becoming farmers and the ways that they cope
with these challenges. Chapter five illustrates the innovations that young men and women farmers
have pioneered to overcome their challenges. Chapter six offers concluding remarks and
summarizes the experiences of young people in their journey to becoming farmers in Bangladesh.
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Chapter Two: Field site and methodology
This chapter contains detail about methodology including my theoretical framework, field site
selection, entry to the field, rapport building with the community, selection of study participants,
and techniques used to conduct interviews. I have organized this chapter into five sections. First,
I will discuss the theoretical framework that I applied to understand the situation of young farmers
in Bangladesh. In the second part, I will explain the research site, getting into the site, and rapportbuilding mechanisms. I discuss the data collection tools and methods, and participant selection
methods in the third and fourth sections, respectively. In the final section, I mention some of the
limitations of this research.

2.1 Theoretical framework
The main focus of this research is to understand young people’s experience in becoming farmers
in Bangladesh. To study this topic, I have utilized literature from interdisciplinary agrarian studies
and youth studies. Agrarian studies provides an understanding of the experience of being young
farmers in the context of changing agrarian society; specifically, generational dynamics,
reproduction of agrarian societies, and structural changes of agriculture in the context of young
people’s entry in farming (Amanor 2010; Chinsinga and Chasukwa 2012; Sumberg, et al. 2012;
White 2015; Portilla 2017). It also provides an understanding about rural society, social relations
of agrarian change, nature of agrarian transition, rural livelihood, rural poverty, and most
importantly, the politics of land (Bernstein 2004; Borras and Franco 2012; Kay 2015; Tsikata
2015). As the majority (three-fourths) of the global poor live in rural areas, one of the major foci
of agrarian study is rural poverty (Castaneda, et al. 2016). The above-mentioned perspectives of
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agrarian studies provides an idea and framework to understand the crisis in agrarian communities
as well as young people’s situation in agriculture.

Research conducted in different agrarian contexts shows how policy and structural changes in
society impact young farmers’ prospects in agriculture and narrow their opportunities to become
farmers. In the context of Malawi, Chinsinga and Chasukwa (2012) note that agricultural reform
policies give the benefit of land allocation and farm input support to big farm estates, whereas the
country’s most resource-constrained small farmers are overlooked. They argue that this
marginalizes young people in farm production and eventually pushes them to migrate to the city
to maintain their livelihood. On the contarary, White (2015) in the context of Indonesia argued
that it is not unusual for young men and women to migrate to the city or abroad for a paid job; in
many cases it is not a decision for a lifetime but for a short duration. Many of the young migrants
return and start farming if land is available. In case of India, Vijayabaskar, Narayanan and
Srinivasan (2018) discuss the dwindling size of landholdings by inherited subdivision, increasing
land prices due to non-farm land uses such as real estate as well as capital intensification in farm
production—all put young people in an unfavourable position to undertake farming as a livelihood
option.

Albeit the many differences that exist among agrarian communities, researchers have identified
and observed some common aspects across agrarian societies globally. For instance, Cassidy,
Srinivasan and White (2019) describe the influence of patriarchy and patrilineal descent in
resource transfers as a big obstacle in young women’s entry to farming in many countries. Portilla
(2017) in the the context of Laos provides evidence that commercial rubber cultivation in rural
areas is shrinking the size of small farmers’ landholdings. One of the consequences of such a trend
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is that it limits young people’s capacity to negotiate in accessing family land, especially for married
women who usually move away from their natal homes after marriage.

Youth studies conceptualizes youth as an identity or time of identity formation by which they
develop a sense of their selves (Jones 2009). This identity is understood through the transition to
work, education, family relations, and socio-cultural process (Johansson 2017). Berckmoes and
White (2014) argue that to understand the transitions in young people's lives, it is necessary to
position them in relation to a broader social structure. However, other scholars give importance to
everyday life or “lived experience of being young” in various socio-economic spheres to
conceptualize young people’s lives (Cieslik and Simpson 2013; Huijsmans 2016).
Youth studies has a holistic focus on young people’s lives, and provides a better understand on
socio-economic dimension of young people life, transitions to adulthood, relation between youth
and larger society, struggles to fit into social structures, key problems like youth unemployment
(Jones 2009; Cieslik and Simpson 2013; Cuervo 2014; Berckmoes and White 2014; Huijsmans
2016) and youth as a heterogeneous group of people (Sumberg & Okali 2013). This view also
helps us to understand youth experiences in farming; aspirations, struggles, limited control of
resources as well as flight from this sector in the context of massive unemployment (Berckmoesa
and White 2014; White 2015). For instance, Mills (2016) reveals that in Canada, the capitalintensive and large-scale production system is a main obstacle for young people starting a farm
business. Young people usually do not have assets to invest in large-scale farming or have the
knowledge and experience to run a large-scale farm. In the context of Morocco Bossenbroek, Poleg
and Zwarteveen (2015) provide another example of the generational disadvantageous position of
young people where patriarchal norms give the elder male member of the family control over
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family landholdings. To fulfill the dream of setting up their own farm, young people have to
convince their elders to obtain the land.
One of the main focuses of youth studies is youth unemployment. Recent studies on youth
unemployment and aspirations for adult life have come alongside interesting terms such as ‘New
Liberal Time’ (Mains 2007), ‘Waithood’ (Masquelier 2013, Honwana 2014), ‘Straining’ (Finn and
Oldfield 2015), ‘Tea Time’ (Finn and Oldfield 2015), and ‘Timepass’ (Jeffery 2017). These studies
demonstrate that in many places in the world, youth are experiencing a prolonged wait to find an
expected job. Côté (2014), in the context of widespread youth unemployment in many regions
around the globe, says that the present youth unemployment crisis arose because of neoliberal
economic policy, which created a condition where one needs more education and specialization to
get a job, instead of accepting youth as the ‘new normal’ in the workforce. To obtain this
specialization, a huge number of young people are spending more time obtaining educational
qualifications, which creates a surplus skilled workforce. Corporations are reaping the benefits by
hiring these young people with minimal salaries. Some do not find work at all and live a
marginalized life. Mendoza-Denton and Boum (2015), in their review of recent research articles
on various contexts around the world, noted that youth at this time are not passive victims of this
marginalization, rather some recent global movements are strongly linked to youth unemployment
and young people’s resistance to the present economic system, including Occupy Wall Street in
the United States, the Orange Revolution in the Ukraine, the Iranian Green Movement, and the
Chilean Winter.
Agrarian studies and Youth studies as two interdisciplinary fields offer us a better understanding
of young farmers’ experiences in getting access to the farm, living on the farm, and about the
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struggle of this group to find a way to earn a living in the context of the global transformation of
agrarian societies.

2.2 Research Site:
The research site was in Subarna Char Upazila (sub-district), a coastal region in southeast
Bangladesh close to the Bay of Bengal and the Meghna River (see figures 1 and 2).
Administratively, it is a part of Noakhali District and located about 25 kilometres from the district
centre. According to the Population and Household Survey of Bangladesh 2011, Subarna Char is
a predominantly rural, agrarian community of 289,000 people (49.6% males and 50.4% females)
across an area of 575.47 square kilometres (BBS 2012). Most of the population (71%) is dependent
on agricultural activities, while the remainder are employed in the service sector (24.7%) or the
industrial sector (4.3%) (BBS 2012). A few rice mills, fish farms, and cottage industries represent
the industrial activities in this area. The alluvial soil of the river delta and abundant rain allow
farmers to grow various crops and vegetables throughout the year. The main crops are rice, maize,
soybeans, watermelon, lentils, mung beans, oil seeds, and various kinds of vegetables.
The whole Subarna Char subdistrict is a char (river island or bar) area that is composed of soil
deposited from the Meghna River in the middle of the last century. This land was created as a
result of a dam, which was built in 1961 to protect the coastal district of the Noakhali from
riverbank erosion and tidal flooding (Ahmed 2015). The dam changed the flow of the river, which
contributed to the emergence of several river islands or char. In the beginning, the soil was saline
and sandy, and growing food was very tough. It was a barren landscape with almost no vegetation
that suffered from frequent natural disasters like tornadoes, hurricanes, and storms. Now the area
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is home to landless farmers who migrated from adjacent coastal localities after losing their land to
riverbank erosion (Ahmed and Habib 2015).
Figure 1: Map of Bangladesh with Subarna Char indicated in red.

Source: https://geology.com/world/bangladesh-satellite-image.shtml
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Figure 2: Map of Subarna Char

Source: http://en.banglapedia.org/index.php?title=Noakhali_Sadar_Upazila

Field selection
Before starting my fieldwork, I selected two potential field sites: the first was Manikganj, near the
capital city of Dhaka, and the second was Subarna Char, a relatively remote area on the southeast
coast. After an initial visit to Subarna Char, I realized that this location would be more relevant for
my research given it is an entirely rural area and the society is more agrarian than in Manikganj.
According to Bangladesh population and household survey 2011, areas outside of a municipality
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are defined as rural areas, and there are no municipalities in Subarna Char (BBS 2012). As one
might expect, its location near to the capital city and an industrial zone means that the number of
residents dependent on agriculture in significantly less in Manikgonj. A large number of people
here work in the nearby industrial zone. As an understanding of the connection between youth
unemployment, rural poverty, and agrarian change is a main focus of this research, I chose Subarna
Char as my field site as it is a comparatively more rural farming community.

Getting into the field
My parents live in the nearby district centre called Maijdee in Noakhali. At the time of my
fieldwork, I stayed with them and visited the field site by bus and auto-rickshaw. My typical field
visit started with my departure around 1:00 p.m. from my house and I reached the field site between
2:30 p.m. and 3.00 p.m. Sometimes it took longer due to the unavailability of transportation. I
usually had to switch transport three times in this journey. First, I took a shared auto-rickshaw to
Maijdee city centre, which is called Maijdee Court, around 2 kilometres from my house. From
there, I again took another shared CNG auto-rickshaw or a bus to reach Sonapur, which is around
7 kilometres, and from the Sonapur bus stand, I again took a shared auto-rickshaw to reach Subarna
Char Upazila, which is around 15 kilometres further. The most enjoyable part of my journey was
Sonapur to Subarna char by CNG auto-rickshaw because of the greenery and a calmly-flowing
canal just beside the road that was always refreshing to look throughout my journey. I never felt
tired on this long journey because of the fresh air and the relaxing sight of that area.
Farmers were in an interval between two seasons when I started my fieldwork.1 As such, I found
respondents easily and they were able to offer me a flexible schedule to talk with them. By the end

1

April to November is rice cultivation time in my field site. Usually at the beginning of the April people prepare the
seed beds and wait until the end of June to July to plant rice.
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of July, farmers got busy with rice planting and it was challenging to schedule interviews with
them. Usually farmers start work early in the morning and return home around afternoon.
Therefore, I visited the field site in the evening when they spend some free time after a long
working day. I also reached out to women farmers in the evening; they also remain busy until
evening, taking care of household responsibilities in addition to farming work. Both gave me time
to talk to them in the evenings.

Rapport building
One of my high school friends works for the Subarna Char branch of the Bangladesh Agriculture
Bank. He helped me to get acquainted with one of his friends who was a young farmer from that
area. At the beginning they helped me to get acquainted with the local community. Before I started
to conduct interviews, I spent a good amount of time in the local tea stall, where people of all ages
usually gather in their leisure hours. In the context of Bangladesh, a tea stall is an interesting place
for an anthropologist to become familiar with the local community. However, this place is largely
a male-dominated space. Certainly, this was the place where I was able to start my conversations
with villagers—older farmers, young farmers, carpenters, small shop owners, community leaders
(including the local government representative), and farm input sellers. As an unknown person at
the village tea stall, the locals sometimes asked about me and other times I initiated the
conversation when I talked informally about my research and my reason to visit this area. In this
time, I tried to communicate with the farmers to learn about the general condition of agriculture.
These conversations gave me an idea of the local agriculture sector and farming context. As I did
not find enough academic literature on farming in this area, I depended on these conversations to
understand the field.
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I was also able to acquaint myself with a man close to my age from the area who later helped me
to connect with local NGO personnel and local farmers. In some cases, to gain entry into a house
for interviews with women farmers, I had to bring him with me as the interviewees were sometimes
reluctant to talk to me. When a familiar local person provided a description of the research and
introduced me, women farmers allowed me to talk to them. Usually, I found that local people were
very interested in talking about their farming activities. Some were also willing to talk as they
assumed that I was affiliated with an NGO and could help them in the future. However, I always
explained my identity to them very clearly, stating that I was a researcher studying at a university,
and my research might indirectly help them if the government considers the findings of this
research in planning and policy implementation.

Women farmers
Finding women farmers was a bit of a challenge for me. Typically, women are not commonly seen
outside of home like men or in public places like local bazaars and village tea stalls. The household
setting in Bangladesh village areas is in a clustered form, comprising five to 10 families living in
close proximity, which is called a para or neighbourhood. Families have some shared space,
including a yard, tube well, and pond. People who live in a para usually have similar occupations,
religion, and sometimes they are from the same patrilineage (Paul 1992). Usually a village consists
of several neighbourhoods that are physically segregated from another by farmland and a small
forest area. Women generally spend most of their time in the household and within the para’s
boundaries without having to maintain social restrictions like purdah2. As a young male researcher,
I could not knock or enter someone’s house without prior permission. An agriculture officer

Social and religious norms of women’s seclusion from public spaces and covering women’s body in order to stay
out of the sight of unfamiliar and distant male relatives
2
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working for a local NGO provided some information about local women who were actively
involved in farming. He also introduced me to some women farmers in the area. Though all of the
women were farmers’ wives or female members of the family working in farming, they are grossly
undercounted as farmers. The gender division of labour in my field site is extreme. When I asked
about women farmers, local men’s prompt answer was that there are no women in farming, and
farming is not possible for women. This usually meant rice farming as there is a social barrier for
women to work in rice farming. Rice is the rainy season3 crop in Subarna Char and culturally,
women are not allowed to work in knee-deep water by lifting their cloth because of the social
restriction of purdah. I will discuss this issue in chapter 4 where I will provide a detailed account
of the women farmer’s situation in the community.

Interview locations
I conducted interviews with farmers in various locations, depending on their preference, including
sitting beside a road near a farmer’s land, at a farmer’s house, at a local tea stall, walking with
them around the village. All interviews were recorded using a voice recorder. I noticed that at the
beginning of the interview, they felt a bit of discomfort to talk in front of the recorder but as the
interview progressed, they regained their normal rhythm of talking. Sometimes curious passersby
stopped and asked me questions about the reasons for the interview, and also about me. This
sometimes disrupted the flow of the interview, but I expected those incidents as I had an idea about
the local community as I grew up in Bangladesh. People in the villages usually show their interest
and ask strangers about their business in the village, mostly from a friendly stance.

3

In Bangladesh, there are two main seasons for crop cultivation: rainy season and winter season. Rainy season crops
are locally called Kharip crops and are in the field between April to November. Rice is the dominant crop in this
season. The Robi or winter season crops are grown from November to the end of March. The dry sunny weather
supports crops like cereals, oil seeds, pulses, and winter vegetables.
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2.3 Data collection tools and methods
I carried out ethnographic fieldwork from June to August 2018 in Bangladesh. During my
fieldwork, I used the qualitative research method of semi-structured in-depth interviews. I choose
an ethnographic method as it allowed me to learn the detailed accounts of respondents’ experiences
in becoming farmers. As it is an anthropological study, I focused on bringing out the respondents’
own life experiences.
To learn about how a young person becomes a farmer and makes his or her livelihood, I conducted
semi-structured in-depth interviews with 15 young men and women farmers (aged 18 to 35) whose
livelihoods are entirely or partially dependent on farming. I also interviewed 10 older farmers
(aged 35 years or older) to learn about their experiences as young farmers. The reason for including
two generations of farmers in the study was to understand the changes in experiences among young
farmers in the past and present.
The semi-structured in-depth interview method is efficient to understand someone’s subjective
experience and all or part of their life experience (Bernard, 2006; Wengraf, 2001). Also, this
method allows a researcher to retain some control over the direction of the discussion in an
interview (Cook 2012), which is necessary for probing a respondent’s account and getting useful
information. The interview guideline included various themes to be covered in each interview.
This guideline was prepared for the larger project, ‘Becoming a young farmer,’ by my thesis
supervisor. This research project followed the same interview guidelines with some minor changes
that took the local context into consideration. In most cases, the respondent used to lead the
interview and the interview guide ensured that all themes were covered even though the actual
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sequence varied with the respondent. The data collection process involved semi-structured indepth interviews and mainly focused on four questions:
a. What is the socio-economic situation of young farmers in Bangladesh? How do they become a
farmer? What are their experiences and motivations in farming?
b. How do young farmers access resources such as land, capital, and markets as well as knowledge
and skills? Which strategies do they employ to overcome the challenges of obtaining resources
and skills?
c. What are the experiences of young women farmers? How do they deal with the socio-economic
barriers as a woman and as a young person to become a farmer?
d. What can be done to support young farmers in Bangladesh?
I also interviewed local community leaders (members of the local government), relevant NGOs,
and government officials to understand their perceptions and observations of young farmers in the
community.
All of the interviews were conducted face-to-face and in Bengali, the local language. The length
of each interview was 40 to 60 minutes on average, ranging from 40 minutes to 2 hours 18 minutes.
In some cases, I had to stop the recorder in the middle of an interview when the respondent and I
thought that the conversation became tiring for both of us. In this kind of break, the interviewee
sometimes showed me his or her land or talked to me about the country’s political situation (it is
common in Bangladesh for people talk about these issues in normal conversation). They also asked
about me, my education, and my research. I found that this kind of break was helpful in terms of
getting more detailed information and building a good rapport with my respondents. As a
researcher, I also found that it helped me retain my focus through the whole interview session.
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Before conducting an interview, I explained my research to the respondent and gave him or her a
translated copy of the interview consent and information form as per the procedure for interviews
as approved by the University of Guelph Research Ethics Board (REB). Consent was obtained
orally as signing on paper has some social stigma. Besides, many of the respondents would not be
able to sign the form as they were illiterate.

Recruitment
Participant recruitment was more challenging than I anticipated in the initial stage. As I mentioned
before, a friend of my friend was a young farmer in that area. He helped me initially to get to know
other farmers and I reached out to the respondents, thanks to his reference. But after two to three
weeks of fieldwork, he moved away from the village and during that time I faced a real struggle
to find respondents. The initial contacts that I made through him did later help me to find
respondents. I usually visited farmers’ houses and local bazaars to meet them and to schedule an
interview. Additionally, a government agricultural extension officer also helped by introducing me
to local farmers from his contacts. Sometimes an interviewee also referred me to another farmer.
After and before an interview, I usually spent time in local tea stalls and a farm input selling shop
where I was also able to meet with other farmers and from there, I also recruited some respondents.
People were usually helpful and took time to talk to me despite their busy schedule at the farm.
My fluency in Bengali and being born and raised in a nearby area helped me to communicate very
easily with them.

2.4 Sampling of Participation
The study sample consisted of 15 young men and women farmers and 10 older men and women
farmers with whom I conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews. The initial plan was to have
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a gender-balanced sample, but I could not maintain this in the case of young women farmers. I
interviewed 10 young men and five young women farmers. There is a complex set of issues behind
this reality. As a young adult male, I did not have the social approval to approach local women
directly. In most cases, I reached out to women farmers via the agriculture officer or a local person.
Sometimes communicating in this way caused some misunderstanding in scheduling interviews
and some were cancelled without prior notice. In both these cases, my time passed without making
any progress in my fieldwork. I also had to cancel some interviews with young women farmers
because their profile did not match my inclusion principles. The following inclusion/exclusion
principles4 were maintained throughout my fieldwork:
• Age range of 18 to 35 years for the young farmers and above 35 years old for the older farmers.
The Bangladesh National Youth Policy 2017 defines youth as people who are in the age range of
18 to 35 years (Ministry of Youth Development 2017). I took this age range for the working
definition of young people for this research.
•

Time spent in farming and dependency on own labour.

•

A significant aspect of family livelihood earned from the farm.

•

Access to landownership (potential inheritor), renting/ leasing, sharecropper, working on

communal land, contract farming, community shared/ supported farming, etc.
•

Type of farming: Agro-ecological, conventional, etc.

A local community leader (member of the local government), related NGOs, and a government
official were selected based on their service time in the local area. Government and NGO

These principles were prepared for the ‘Becoming a young farmers’ project by my thesis supervisor. This research
follows the same inclusion/ exclusion principles with some minor changes.
4
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employees who were in service for less than one year in the local area were not interviewed. The
local community leader who I interviewed was working as a counselor here for over three years,
NGO and government agriculture officers had both worked for more than five years in the local
community.

2.5 Limitations
Young men and women do not belong to a homogenous group of people. They are different in
terms of social, economic, and gender aspects, which also need to be considered. Though this
research has a strong focus on gender difference, economic differences (such as farm size,
landholdings) among young people do not get enough attention. As such, it is necessary to focus
on economic differences to learn about the experiences of young men and women in farming from
a broader social context. For example, a young farmer from an affluent class usually owns land
and has a strong social network—both are very important to be successful in farming. Using their
networks and property, they can also access loans more easily than other young farmers.
Another limitation is that I was not able to visit some remote localities in the field area due to time
constraints and a lack of transportation. In some places, people are mostly dependent on bicycles
or walking because of the muddy roads and inadequate transportation. I had around three months
for field work and this was not enough time to scrutinize all of the differences among young
farmers and visit remote rural areas.
The research area was in the southern part of Bangladesh, which is more religiously conservative
than other parts of the country. This issue needs to be considered in the findings of the women
farmers’ experiences. In the northern part of the country, women’s involvement in the rice fields
is more noticeable than in the southern regions (Naved, et al. 2011). In my field site, it was not
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common to see a woman farmer working in the rice field, but in the dry (winter) season, women’s
involvement in crop cultivation is very prominent. Women farmers’ experiences in this research
are largely highlighted in their participation in homestead farming (sometimes extended to fish
farming or animal husbandry) and dry season framing (vegetables, soybeans, lentils). Moreover,
village women are not accustomed to talking to an unknown person or a person outside of their
surroundings. Sometimes I felt that they were not able to explain their situation because of this
discomfort. By explaining to them my study and my origins in the local area, I tried to create a
friendly environment. However, I think due to the social barriers and my inability to handle the
situation, as a male researcher I was not able to communicate to young women farmers in the same
friendly manner as I could with the young male farmers. I hope that in the future, research on this
issue will consider these limitations.
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Chapter Three: The dynamics of youth involvement in agriculture in
Bangladesh
The main focus of this chapter is to introduce the young Bangladeshi men and women farmers that
I interviewed for this study and share their experiences in farming. The discussion will illustrate
the circumstances under which young people came into the farming profession, acquired farming
skills, and managed related resources, including land and finances. The chapter also explains the
types of farming that interest young people. This will give us an understanding of young men and
women’s motivations to become farmers and their struggles. In this discussion, I will also provide
evidence and arguments to demonstrate the differences between the experiences in becoming
farmers that exists between the young generation and the older generation.

Profile of respondents
Before entering this discussion, I will offer some profile information of the young farmers
interviewed for this study. In the following chapter, I broadly discussed young women farmers’
experiences and gender-related issues and therefore, do not elaborate on those issues in this
chapter. Instead, this chapter broadly explores the generational dynamics in agriculture in
Bangladesh. Monllor (2012) in the context of Canada and Spain conducted a study on how
generational renewal is happening in agriculture. This study segregated young farmers in two
conceptual categories: Newcomers are those who become farmers without any previous
connection to agriculture or farming, and Continuers are those who take over the family farm.
The young people that I interviewed are continuers, which base on their direct or indirect
relationship with farming activities since their childhood as a farm labourer or involvement as a
helping hand in their parents’/ elder brothers’ farming activities. For example, a respondent
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(YMF03, continuer farmer) started farming by renting land and before that he worked in a welding
workshop for around seven years. Before this, he used to help his father in farming activities.
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, I interviewed 15 young farmers (10 males and five
females) who were in the age range of 18 to 35. Most of the young farmers that I interviewed were
in the age range of 25 to 30 years of age, but three respondents were above 30 years of age and
one was under 25 years. I also interviewed 10 older farmers (five men and five women farmers).
The age range for older farmer respondents was set at above 35 years of age, and except for one
respondent (who was around 40 years of age), all of the others were between 50 to 75 years of age.
All of the young farmer respondents, except for two young male farmers, were found to have been
farming for over five years, and four of them had been farming for more than 10 years. Among the
15 young farmers, seven had completed primary education (grade 5) and one of them had
completed secondary school (grade 10). All of the others had at least basic writing and counting
skills and had completed grades two to four. None of the older farmer respondents were found to
have completed primary school and half of them were illiterate.
According to the 2008 Agriculture Census of Bangladesh (a new agriculture census was conducted
in 2018 but the data is not available yet), based on cultivation area, farmers are segregated in three
categories: small farmers (cultivating up to 2.4 acres); medium farmers (cultivating 2.5 to 7.4
acres); and large farmers (cultivating 7.5 acres or more) (BBS 2010). Most of the farmers in the
country are medium and small-scale farmers, accounting for 98.45% of overall farm households
and who cultivate less than 7.5 acres of land, as opposed to large-scale farmers who account for
the remaining 1.55% (Palash and Bauer 2017). However, among the 15 young farmer respondents,
five are classified as large-scale farmers, who cultivate between 7.5 to 16 acres of land, six are
medium-scale farmers, and the remainder (four) are small-scale farmers. Only one of the 15 is
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cultivating family land while the rest cultivate crops as a part of a mixed land arrangement, such
as sharecropping and rented land (this will be discussed in detail in the latter part of this chapter).
The landholding class in rural Bangladesh is usually wealthy and in many cases, they have shifted
their economic dependency to non-farming sectors such as salaried jobs and small business (Sen
2018). Young farmers in this study do not come from affluent and large landholding families (only
one young male farmer included in this study came from large landholding family). Akatiga and
White (2015) in the context of Indonesia also found that rich landholding families in rural areas
invest in their children’s education and help them to settle in non-farming sectors. The same
scenario is observed in rural Bangladesh, with some exceptions. Generally, young people from
landless and small landholding families, who do not get the opportunity of education or any kind
of technical skill training (usually due to financial constraints), become farmers and rent land.
According to the International Labour Organization (2013), 51.5% of young people in Bangladesh
work in agriculture, forestry and fisheries. For the purpose of this research, it is important to know
the percentages of young people involved in farming activities in the field area. However, due to
lack of such official information, however, I conducted a small survey with the local people. Local
elders, NGO officials, and government agriculture officials gave me an approximate percentage of
young people who are engaged in farming. According to their estimates, about 70 to 80% of the
local young people who are currently residing in the villages make a living from farming activities.

3.1 Farming as an alternative to the best opportunities
Agriculture is the major employment-providing sector in Bangladesh. Statistically, 45.1% of the
country’s overall working population and 56.2% of the rural working population are employed in
the agriculture sector (BBS 2015). Also, over 87% of the rural population derive at least a portion
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of their income from agriculture (World Bank 2016). However, this sector is mostly regarded as
the livelihood option for the poor and uneducated people. Drawing from survey data in 62 villages
in 62 districts (among the country’s 64 administrative districts) and various secondary data from
the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics and other government agencies, Hossain, Bayes and Islam
(2017) found that most of the country’s farmers cultivate on tiny-to-small farms (less than 7.4
acres), and 60% of farmers depend on sharecropping because of small land size or having no land
at all. So, traditionally farmers’ main concern is to produce crops to satisfy their own needs rather
than taking it as a profession to make profit. In this study, however, I found that young farmers are
not illiterate; they have a certain level of education, and they not only produce to fulfill their own
needs, but they are largely involved in profit-oriented farming. There is a common perception in
the rural society that having a job outside the agriculture sector means success in young people’s
lives and getting an education is generally considered to be a means of finding employment other
than farming. From a study that includes several developing countries including Bangladesh,
Leavy and Hossain (2014) provide evidence that parents in rural agrarian communities do not want
their children to undertake farming and invest in education so their children can find jobs in nonfarm urban sectors. As such, it is common that most young people aspire to have a formal salaried
job. A reverse trend is also visible. Some educated young people are becoming farmers, although
it is not very common. Recent reports in national daily news sources indicate that educated young
people are becoming interested in farming as a lifestyle.5

5

Examples of this kind of reporting: https://www.thedailystar.net/country/news/foreign-vegetables-boon-youngfarmer-1632943
http://www.newagebd.net/article/49594/on-political-economy-of-agrochemical-industry-inbangladesh?fbclid=IwAR1-hoWpCohq6-NuoYGaKOMlMDkHoLWpwFNoQS5Z7uC9x71ZLcbztTjCOGg
https://www.thedailystar.net/star-weekend/the-millennial-farmers-1615024
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There are some economic aspects that keep rural young people in farming in Bangladesh. If we
look at Bangladesh’s economy, we can see that it has become one of the fastest growing economies
of the world with an average growth rate of 6.6 percent from 2013 to 2017. At the same time, the
youth unemployment rate has increased from 25.4% to around 30% (Raihan 2017). This jobless
economic growth has failed to provide livelihoods for young people who represent around onethird (30%) of Bangladesh’s population (The Daily Star 2014). The structure of the economy and
of employment-providing sectors in the country are mismatched. The agriculture sector’s
contribution to GDP in Bangladesh was 14.75% but it is still the highest job providing sector
(45.1% of employment), whereas the industrial sector’s contribution to GDP was 28%, but it can
provide only 20.4% of jobs (BBS 2015; Khatun 2018). Besides, more than 80% of the jobs in
Bangladesh are in the informal sector and provide meager wages (Khatun 2018). So, in reality,
both educated and uneducated youth are facing the same precarious fate. My study found that
young people in Bangladesh are taking farming as the best alternative when compared to existing
opportunities.
Most of the young men and women farmers said that farming was never their aim; rather various
circumstances brought them into farming activities, for instance, the family’s poor financial
condition, lack of educational qualifications, and family responsibility, to name a few. Similarly,
Sharma and Bhaduri (2009) in the context of India and based on survey findings reported that
young people from farming families often do not want to remain in farming, but due to a lack of
capital and poor technical skills, they are forced to become farmers. One respondent (YMF14)
who has grade five educational qualifications mentioned, “I took this (farming) as my profession
since I do not have any possibility to get a good job as my educational qualification is very low.”
This is one of the common explanations given by many young farmers when asked why they came
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in farming. Another respondent (YMF12, age 27) started farming at age 16 when he was in grade
9 because of his father’s sudden demise. When his father died, they had crops in the field, and as
the eldest son, he had to stop his studies and take responsibility for the family farm. Similarly, one
young male farmer (YMF01) started an apprenticeship in Dhaka at a factory that produces
machinery tools, but he had to come into farming to fulfill family responsibilities. He explained:
… my absence in the family made my father more financially weak. Because as an older
son I was the main helping person to my fathers’ farming activities. My father did not force
me to come back, but I understood that if I did not get back, the family would suffered
more.
In the context of Africa, Leavy and Smith (2010) found that social perceptions and a lower level
of social respect for farmers negatively influenced young people’s desire to engage in agriculture.
Similarly, this study found that social and cultural perceptions of farmers and farming influenced
young farmers who were then less motivated about this profession. One respondent (YMF10, age
22, grade four schooling) described farming as more profitable when compared to his previous job
as a bicycle mechanic, but socially his previous job was more respectable. Another 26-year-old
farmer (YMF06) described:
People do not give importance to the farming job rather people respect those who work in
the city as they do not need to work in mud and water. Farmers work in dirt and their body
are also dirty. They (who work in other professions) do not need to work in this same dirty
environment. They work in a neat and clean place.

Although taking up farming is not encouraged, the reasons for remaining a farmer show a different
drive among young people. None of the young farmer respondents expressed that they want to
leave farming. This attitude developed when they realized that farming offers a better opportunity
to make a living when compared to other sectors. Many of them tried to establish themselves in
other sectors, but they failed. As such, they could distinguish the benefits and drawbacks of the
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farming and non-farm sectors. One young farmer (YMF03) who switched professions and became
a successful farmer, compared his current condition to his previous situation:
. . . When I was in the workshop job, I even did not have the ability to spend 20 takas (25
cents in USD) beyond my fixed monthly budget because I had a small monthly salary. Now
in my family, we are five people live in a better condition only depending on my farming.

Despite some drawbacks, farming has its own benefits. Compared to other jobs, farming provides
more freedom, and it allows farmers to diversify their income in many ways. Almost all of the
young farmers respondents have additional farming activities besides their main crops production,
such as fish farming, animal rearing, and a farm equipment rental business. Even when someone
does not engage in these kinds of additional farming activities, they can earn extra money by doing
part-time work. For instance, two respondents (YMF08 and YMF10 who cultivate in two and four
acres of land, respectively) operate auto-rickshaws after their daily farm work is complete. One
young male farmer (YMF15, cultivating 12 acres of family-owned land) described how he has
diversified his farm income:
. . . We need cow dung for rice field. So, if we rear cow, we do not need to buy cow dung.
Cow dung is a good type of fertilizer to use in the field. Besides this, I have fish hatchery
and I can rear some duck in the hatchery too. As duck-feces is a good source of fish feed.
Now, I only have to provide food to duck and duck supplies food for fish. Duck also
beneficiary for me by giving egg and meat. There are many benefits by cultivating in this
way.

Income-generating opportunities provided by cash crops is another important factor that motivates
young people to remain in farming. Some profit-oriented crops, such as watermelon, are highly
profitable and in a good season a farmer can earn 100,000 takas (around 1200 USD) from per one
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acres of land. This amount is higher than the average annual income of a job holder in the garment
sector.6 One young male farmer (YMF08) described his watermelon cultivation:
This year I cultivated watermelon in half kani (one acre) of land and earn one hundred and
five thousand takas (1280 USD). My investment for this cultivation was only eight
thousand takas (around 95 USD).”
Young farmers are also conscious of the struggles of young educated people trying to get jobs. As
I mentioned earlier, the job market in the country is largely informal in nature, so educated young
people are facing more volatile situations. A recent report on graduate unemployment in South
Asia found that 47% of Bangladeshi university graduates are unemployed, which is the highest in
the South Asian region (An Economist Intelligence Unit report for the British Council 2014).
Moreover, strong social and political connections play a vital role in getting a desired job in
Bangladesh (Leavy and Hossain 2014). One young farmer (YMF11) who has never been in another
profession and has very limited educational qualifications (did not complete the primary level of
schooling), explained:
I did the right thing. I know that people are not getting job even though they have enough
educational qualifications. In this situation, they depend on their father even for pocket
money. They now do not have any opportunity. if you look around you will see in the
village very few educated people have job. Job is not available in our area. Some people
are sending their son to abroad for labour jobs by selling the property. Even, sometimes
they are not able to earn enough to recover the investment they make to go abroad.
It is a fact that in the rural areas of many developing countries, women have fewer options to earn
their livelihood outside of farming. For instance, 70% of South Asian and 60% of Sub-Saharan
rural women are reliant on the agriculture sector for their livelihood (Agarwal 2011; FAO 2011).
In this study, I also found that rural women are more likely to engage in home-based economic
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The garment sector is the biggest employment-generating sector in the industrial sector in Bangladesh. The
minimum wage is now 8,000 taka per month, annually 96,000 takas (around 1,200 USD).
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activities related to farming, not only due to a lack of other livelihood options outside agriculture
but also because of the social norms of purdah and household responsibilities that restrict their
choice of occupation. In many cases, farming is an involuntary choice for rural Bangladeshi
women.
Becoming farmers was not a priority for the young men and women of this study. They are aware
of the socio-economic realities of their lives and from that perspective, they choose farming as the
best available option to earn their livelihood. But as discussed above, young men and women have
different perspectives on becoming farmers. In the next section, I will elaborate on the ways that
young men and women acquire skills for farming.

3.2 Learning farming
. . . many farmers do not have adequate knowledge to make profit from their investment.
Farming is a 24 hours job. For example, a sudden heat-weave or an excessive rainy day
can increase a specific insect in the land. So, on that time farmers have to use a specific
insecticide. If a farmer fails to use that on time, his/her crop will be destroyed, and
investment will be ruined. If a farmer does not have this technical knowledge, he/she will
not get an expected harvest. Some young people come in farming but leave soon by losing
all investment. It happened because of lack of knowledge and technical competence.
-Agriculture officer of a local NGO
The prerequisite for being a successful farmer is to be knowledgeable about agriculture. Young
men and women farmers in Bangladesh become proficient in farming work in two ways; firstly,
through informal learning, that is, casually learning from experienced farmers, and by working on
the farm or being socialised into farming; and secondly, learning through formal training or by
learning from a person who has formal academic training in agriculture. The government has
agricultural extension services all over the country, and through this service, farmers get training
and need-based farming advice from a government-appointed agriculture officer. Some NGOs also
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have agriculture-related programmes and extension services to help farmers. However, informal
learning is still playing the most significant role in transferring relevant knowledge to the next
generation of farmers.
Learning about farming from the formal sources at the beginning of farming is not considered
important by young men and women farmers. Given the fact that they grew up in an agrarian
community, they have been helping with their parents’ farming activities or observe neighbouring
farmers’ farming activities from childhood. When they undertook farming for themselves, it was
not like a newcomer entering the profession with no previous experience. Rather, they entered
farming with a basic understanding obtained through a socialization process, which refers to a
person’s development process to internalize social norms and ideologies (Akosa 2018). This plays
an important role in the rural areas for disseminating farming knowledge to the next generation. A
young man and a young woman farmer explained their learning experience:
I learn it by doing it with my father. My father also teaches me. When I was a child, I
usually brought the meal to the land for my father and farm labourers. That time by seeing
them and working with them I learn it (YMF10).
Before my marriage, I used to see my father’s farming activities. My father was a good
farmer, and he grows vegetable earlier than other farmers of our area. Later, I obtained
training on farming from an NGO. My father still insists me to do farming activities. He
also shows me something new whenever he comes to visit me (YMF02).
Wiley, Bogg and Ho (2005) state that unpaid labour on a family farm helps a young child to
understand farming activities from childhood. Then when young farmers begin farming, their
attitude is positive—they can do it as they have been taking part and observing it since their
childhood. At this stage of farming, they try to follow and do the same things as their parents and
neighbouring farmers. Learning from formal sources becomes a priority to young men and women
after they complete a few of years of farming. At this time, young men and women understand that
there is a difference between a new farmer and an experienced farmer. They start to realize that
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they need to know about farming from the right place instead of local people. One young male
farmer (YMF15) said:
At the beginning, I had to struggle a lot to understand this. People advices were very
confusing at that time. Some people suggested me to establish a cow farm that it would be
profitable, some said to establish poultry farm, some people said to grow crop though
which not appropriate in that seasons. By listening to them sometimes, I started to grow a
crop though which was not appropriate for that season. Consequently, I was not able to
grow anything! Sometimes I cultivated amon rice in the aush rice season (different rice
varities have different cultivation timelines). These financially suffer me a lot. So, I thought
that farming would not happen in this way. I realized that I need to take proper advice from
an agriculture officer.

Observational learning or learning by carefully seeing other people’s work was mentioned by
young farmers as an important way to be skilled in farming. Sometimes they do not ask
anybody, but carefully observe others’ farming activities and do the same thing in their field.
YMF11 explained that “after using a medicine (insecticide and pesticide) farmers hang the packet
of that medicine with a stick and put it in the land.” As insecticides and pesticides contain toxic
substances, farmers do this to warn others so that people do not use water bodies linked with that
land and keep their livestock at a distance. Sometimes farmers also hang seed packets in this way.
These practices alert other farmers to what kinds of insecticides or seeds are used in the land.
There are so many similar examples of the this that young farmers learn about farming by
observing other farmers. A young woman respondent (YWF04, age 30, cultivating various crops
on 16 acres of rented land) recounted:
We also learn by observing another people and make decision to grow crops by seeing their
success. Like past two years, our watermelon cultivation was not profitable. So, we started
to observe another farmers’ land. Then last year we finally were able to make profit on this
crop.
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Sharing knowledge and transferring expertise is also a common way to learn farming activities.
YWF01 is 33-years-old who started in vermicompost production after receiving training from a
local NGO. Organic fertilizer created by vermicompost is in enormous demand in the village.
YWF02 mentioned that she also started making this fertilizer thanks to the motivation of and
technical support from YWF01. Farmers usually share farming-related information and help each
other. YWF04 learned about a homemade medicine for fowl from another woman who learned it
from a training session. YMF12 described how he shared his knowledge with another farmer:
Normally shopkeepers do not give us good medicine. And most of the farmers are
illiterate—cannot understand by reading anything. So, in that case, if I have experience and
know the name, I write the name of that medicine in a paper and give it to the farmer. This
is the way we help each other.

Giving the limited landownership among most people engaged in farming in Bangladesh, many
young people work as farm labourers before starting their own farm. Thus, they gain a practical
understanding of cultivation. After working for a few years as a farm labourer, they start cultivation
after accumulating some savings. YMF10 mentioned that before starting farming, he worked on
another person’s land as a labourer to get a better understanding of farming. Another young woman
farmer respondent (YWF05) described her experience of learning by working as farm labourer.
She said:
I also learn this by working in people’s land. When I worked with them, I saw that people
were making profit by cultivating in a small piece of land, which gave me an idea. I saw
people were producing two/three mon of lentil, bean in a small land this inspired me that
if I could cultivate and could make a profit like them. I told my husband about this that it
will be profitable.

These learning sources are the fundamental ways that young men and women farmers gain an
understanding of farming. However, farmers do not depend on a single source of learning. Rather,
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they understand farming as a combination of multiple sources. Young farmers not only depend on
the knowledge of the older generation and neighbouring farmers, but they are also eager to learn
from formal sources (though initially, young farmers do not assign importance to formal learning
sources). The older generation of men and women farmers mostly depend on informal ways of
learning as government and NGO-based training was not extensive during their time of farming.
Many of them were never able to join any training programmes. Though some of the older farmers
received training and advice from NGOs and a government agriculture officer, their
implementation in their farming is not notable. An old male farmer and an old female farmer
described their experiences with formal learning sources:
Sometimes agriculture officers come to the village and advise us about agriculture.
Generally, we discussed with other farmers when we face any problem in farming. We
suggest each other about seeds, fertilizer, and insecticide (OMF01).
As a farmer’s daughter I saw many years how my father grows food and I also actively
work with him in the land. So, I knew how to do farming. Though farming has changed a
lot now. I attended a training session where they told me about a different way of doing
farming. Now farming has various systematic techniques which also increases cost. Not
every farmer has the ability to invest money in the modern system. I am still a traditional
cultivator as I do not have huge money to invest (OWF05).
Government agricultural extension services are the main source of formal education on agricultural
skills and techniques for farmers in Bangladesh. Through various short training programmes, local
agriculture officers disseminate farming knowledge in rural areas. Farmers who are experienced
and have been farming over a longer period of time get priority in the selection process for training.
As all of the farmers do not get an opportunity to attend these training sessions, those who do share
their newfound knowledge with other farmers. A young farmer described this:
Agriculture officer frequently pick one of us for training. After the evening the person who
joined the training talk about this in the tea stall in an informal way. We always share with
other farmers what you learn in training… (YMF12).
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When farmers receive training, they gain some technical knowledge and by utilizing it along with
their previous experience, they can start to increase their profits from farming. The farmers who
receive training try to maintain a relationship with the agriculture officers. Farmers who have
comparatively large-scale farming activities usually maintain this kind of relationship. Young men
and women farmers—YMF12, YMF15, and YWF01—have comparatively diverse types of
farming activities and based on their needs, they maintain regular communication with the
agriculture officer and attend regular training sessions.
A training programme is usually designed for all farmers despite their level of experience. There
is no specialized training programme for inexperienced young farmers. A young farmer (YMF14)
who recently began farming found it difficult to understand the training programme and feels that
the agriculture officer does not give him enough care. He described why he feels that new farmers
do not get enough attention from the extension officer. He recounted that:
Now we have few agriculture officers. I think those people are enough to support the
farmers in this area. However, agriculture officers are mostly careful about the experienced
farmer. They concentrate more on old and big farmer as those farmers are expert and
produce lots of crop in every year. So, agriculture officer can show those people as an
example of their efforts.

NGOs also provide agriculture extension services in the local areas. Comparing with the men
farmers, women farmers are more involved with the NGOs’ extension services. Naved, et al.
(2011) found that restricted social mobility in the rural areas hinders women’s ability to connect
with local agriculture extension offices, as opposed to NGOs’ extension services that directly
contact women farmers. Usually NGOs’ agriculture extension services are linked with their microcredit programme and NGOs’ agriculture officers contact women farmers during group meetings
when women gather to receive loans or make a loan payment. An NGO agriculture officer
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explained that their main focus is on generating income for credit-receiving members by offering
them training in modern farming systems, including small-scale vegetables production, livestock
rearing, fisheries, organic compost production as well as linking producers to the market.
Recently, farming input selling companies have also started to appoint agriculture officers to
advise farmers, though they are mainly responsible for advising farmers on the company’s seeds,
fertilizers and pesticides. However, in some cases, they are also helping farmers beyond their
responsibilities. A young man farmer (YMF03, age 27, cultivating six acres of land), mentioned
that a representative of a company helped him to learn about farming. He explained:
When I was in my previous profession, I got a chance to get close with agriculture officer
who works in a company. Now the time has changed a lot. Everything is under digitization.
People now try to produce more crop in a small land. My agriculture officer friend by
seeing my financial condition advise me to start farming. He also assures me that he will
give me all technical support. He helps me a lot and teaches me every way to have a good
crop.

In the context of Bangladesh, television and radio channels are broadcasting a wide range of
programmes on agriculture. Besides, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) within
agriculture extension services are providing many knowledge gathering options through mobile
apps and web-based services, including E-krishi (E-agriculture services), which includes a
farmers’ help line, android application, digital magazines as well as websites (Ministry of
Agriculture [GoB] 2016). An Android app—krishoker digital address—provides detailed
information for over 120 crops, including production and management as well as detailed
information on insecticide and pesticide use. “Krishoker Janala” also provides information on
disease control.
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The FAO (2017) states that in developing countries, the application of ICT in agriculture enhances
access to farming information and increases the farmer’s capacity in production and market access.
In the context of Bangladesh, however, I found that although there many learning opportunities
for farmers through television, radio, and ICT-based services, their use is still not common among
the farmers. Rashid and Islam (2016) found that a lack of knowledge of e-agriculture services,
inadequate ICT skills, the low user-friendliness of the technology, lower internet speed, and the
cost of internet are the main factors that limit the popularity of ICT-based interventions in
agriculture among Bangladeshi farmers. When I asked about the mobile helplines and farmingrelated mobile apps and websites, respondents common reply was that “I did not hear about those.”
Among the 25 respondents, I only found one of the young male farmers who uses the internet and
his mobile phone to collect information regarding farming. The respondent (YMF15) once called
a helpline number, but his experience was not very encouraging. He said, “it is not possible for
someone to prescribe about a farming problem without visiting my land.” Similarly, Stephane
(2017) in the African context observed that though several smartphone apps and web portals are
in place to support agricultural development, due to a lack of educational qualifications and the
affordability of smartphones, farmers are not able use the available information from the internet.

Young men and women farmers mentioned that they do not watch television programmes on
farming, and some of them do not have a television in their home. Older farmers mentioned that
even a few years back, there was no electricity in their village, and they were unaware of learning
from these kinds of sources (television and radio). However, two young farmers mentioned that
television programmes helped them to learn some specific information, such as how to use
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fertilizer and the benefits of reducing one’s use of insecticides and pesticides. A young woman
farmer and a young man farmer described knowledge gained from a television programme.
I got to know from a TV program that how much fertilizer should we use for a piece of
land. You cannot use less or more than that for getting an expected crop. For example; how
to prepare a seedbed. And how much fertilizer you should use for a seedbed I learned from
TV (YMF03).
I saw many programs on TV about farming. Tv program usually shows successful farmer
cultivation method and technique. Sometimes they also telecast about using various kind
of insecticides and inputs use. Those tips helped to learn how to protect the crop from
insect, to take care of seeds and the best time of planting fruits trees (YWF01).
Overall, the transfer of basic farming knowledge to the next generation is happening mainly
through informal means. Formal training gives them some idea about the adoption with present
farming system, but this training is not adequate to understand farming properly. Overall, an
experience-based learning system is the most widely accepted way for young men and women
farmers in Bangladesh.

3.3 Sharecropping: entry to the land
Access to land is one of the major challenges faced by young men and women farmers in
Bangladesh. The country has an extremely short supply of land. Population density is the main
reason for this land scarcity as around 165 million people live in only 147,750 square kilometres.
According to the most recent agricultural census in 2008, about 80% of farmers own less than one
hectare of land (BBS 2010). According to a FAO report, increasing population density is the main
reason for smaller farm size in Bangladesh, and average farm size decreased from 1.3 hectares to
0.59 hectares between 1977 and 1996 (Rapsomanikis 2015). Though there is no available data for
current farm size, it is imaginable that this average farm size decreased as the country’s population
increased by 43 million between 1996 to 2017 (UN 2017). Ahmed (2012) and Taslim (1993) note
that as land is a scarce resource in the country, it has a symbolic meaning that impacts social,
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economic, and political power in society. Additionally, due to financial instability in the banking
sector and increasing inflation rates, people prefer to invest their savings in land (Taslim 1993).
Therefore, although medium to large landholding families shift their economic dependency to the
non-farm sector, they retain ownership by renting out their land, which simultaneously give them
the opportunity to retain the social power and earnings associated with land. As a result, inequality
of landownership, along with land scarcity, is a reality in agriculture in Bangladesh. However,
landholdings of less than one hectare are considered as unsustainable due to its lack of capacity to
provide the staple foods needed for a family (Niroula and Thapa 2005). Therefore, small
landholding farmers need to depend on various tenancy arrangements to increase land size for an
optimum level of cultivation.
In Bangladesh, there are three types of landholding systems: landowner farmers, landowner-cumtenants, and land-poor farmers who depend entirely on rent for farming. There is an active land
rent market as many of the farmers do not have land or adequate land to cultivate. The most
common forms of land tenancy are sharecropping, fixed price rent, and mortgage land.
Sharecropping is a land arrangement system where tenant farmers grow crops and give a portion
of their produce to the landowner as the land rent. Fixed price rent, commonly known as leasing
land, is when farmers pay cash before or after cultivation for using land owned by others. Mortgage
land refers to an informal financial system linked with land tenancy in rural areas where
landowners borrow money from farmers and give land use rights to them. As long as borrowed
money cannot be returned, land use rights remain with the farmers. Usually small landholders and
landless farmers use this kind of land, and they can cultivate the land without sharing a portion of
the harvest with the landowner.
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Sen (2018) illustrated the situation of the land tenant market in Bangladesh in the backdrop of two
earlier hypotheses. Marxist and neo-classical scholars in the 1970s assumed that the green
revolution would make farm operations profitable. As a result, landowners would return to farming
operations, and the comparatively inefficient tenant system would disappear. Also, it was assumed
that landless tenant farmers would become a “vanishing tribe” and would engage in non-farm
activities. Interestingly, he found that none of this happened. Instead, land share under tenancy
more than doubled (from 23.4% in 1988 to 47.5% in 2014) and pure landowner farmers decreased
from 56% in 1988 to 38% in 2014. Also, pure tenants increased from 14% to 29% from 1988 to
2014, though it was assumed that they will resettle in the non-agriculture sector. Sen (2018)
explained the reasons behind this trend. Large and medium-scale landowner groups became more
dependent on non-farm income and migrated to cities or abroad, which resulted their renting out
of their land. As a result, landless and small farmers had an opportunity to access land from the
land rent market. He also observed changes in the pattern of the land tenancy system from
comparatively “inefficient” sharecropping to an “efficient” fixed rental system (fixed rent rose
from 22% to 38% and mortgage from 6% to 20% between 1988 and 2014).
In this research, I found that all three kinds of land tenancy are common land arrangements among
young men and women farmers. Land inheritance and land purchase are the other two avenues by
which young men and women can have access to the land, though the scope of these two is
minimal. Only one respondent (YMF15, cultivating 12 acres of family land) is a pure ownercultivator in this research, though his father owns the land. Informally, older parents give their
children land to cultivate but keep legal ownership in their names until their death. Women inherit7
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Only Muslim family law allows land inheritance, which represents 85% of population in Bangladesh. I will discuss
the overall landownership situation for women in Bangladesh in chapter four.
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land from their parents, but as they live with their husbands, they cannot cultivate this inherited
land. A married young women farmer (YWF02) mentioned that “I will get land from my parents.
But my parents live at a distance from here and my parents are still alive. I will get the land after
my parents’ death.” This detachment from family after marriage is the main reason that women
who inherit land are unable to cultivate it themselves. There are many other socio-economic and
cultural aspects that deter women ownership or access to land. According to FAO statistics, women
in Bangladesh own only 4.6% of agricultural land (FAO 2015). The report also analysed data from
83 countries relating to landownership by sex and found that gender inequalities in landownership
is omnipresent in developed and developing countries (FAO 2015). However, inherited
landownership is not very common for Bangladeshi young farmers as most of the older generation
farmers are also either sharecroppers or landless farmers. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, most of
the farmers are smallholders and cultivating no more than 7.4 acres of land. It is not possible for
them to buy land with their small farming income. Due to a lack of data and study on the trend of
rural land value, it is tough to offer a clear picture of the country’s land price situation. An account
of one respondent regarding the land market, however, provides us a better understanding of the
land market situation in the field areas. One young farmer respondent (YMF12) cultivating around
15 acres of land (around 13 acres are sharecropping) and holding a part-time job in the local union
office as a village policeman, was able to buy two acres of land. He explained the land market
situation:
Land price besides my house which is a little bit away from the road (roadside land price
is much higher), the price was much lesser. I brought one acre by 8 hundred thousand takas.
But now that land price is around 12 hundred thousand. Every year land price is increasing.
I brought only two years ago. In this time, it increases around half.
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Sharecropping is the most common form of land arrangement system in Bangladesh, accounting
for nearly 90% of the total leased land (Ahmed 2012). In this study, I found that most of the farmers
are sharecroppers. Among the 25 young and older farmer respondents, 23 of them are cultivating
sharecropping land, but not all of them are exclusively sharecroppers. Rather, some of them are
owner cum share tenant (mix of owning a small amount of land and sharecropping land), share
tenant cum mortgage cultivator, or rent tenant. This study’s respondents mentioned that in their
sharecropping practice, specifically rice cultivation, produce is shared in equal portions among
cultivators and landowners, and for other crops, farmers get two-third of the produce. Farmers
have to bear all of the input and labour costs in this system. A few landowners occasionally provide
a random amount of seed and fertilizer and give two-thirds of the crop (in the case of a natural
disaster) to the sharecropper, but this is not a common practice. The Land Reform Act of 1984
states that the landowner will receive 33% of the crop (without input sharing) and 50% of the crop
if the input is shared (Akanda, Isoda and Ito 2018). I found that in practice, 50% crop (without
input sharing) sharing is common for rice and 33% for winter crops. The Act does not offer any
guidelines on practical implementation, and a survey completed in 1990 also showed that 90% of
farmers are not aware of the Land Reform Act of 1984 (FAO 2010).
Young peoples’ excessive reliance on sharecropping land can be identified through two main
factors. First, sharecropping reduces the cost of entry into farming. The sharecropping system is
oppressive for the farmers, but compared to rent or obtaining a mortgage, this system does not
have any requirements for up-front investment of land. As most of the young men and women do
not have cash capital to rent or take a mortgage, they take this as easy access to land. It also makes
it easier to enter into farming as one needs to only manage small initial capital for growing crops.
One respondent (YMF06, cultivates in 3 acres of sharecropping land) reported that:
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I started farming when I realized this is the only job which I can do by investing a small
amount of money. In farming, we do not need money every time. We spend most of that
on planting and harvesting work.

Second, as I mentioned earlier in this chapter, inequality in landownership is a reality as many
people who own land either do not engage in the farming sector or migrate to cities, making
sharecropping land available. Besides, the research location was in a char (bar land) area.
According to the law, char land is supposed to be redistributed to landless farming people,
especially to those who are displaced because of riverbank erosion. Zaman (1992) found that in
reality, the landless farmers never receive their due share. Rather, local elites, using their influence
and taking advantage of corruption in the government land record system, grab that land. So, the
landless remain so from generation to generation. One respondent (YMF12), who mostly cultivates
sharecropping land and whose father was also a sharecropper, reported:
Land of our area is mostly owned by city people. This area appeared from the river as a bar
land. City people grab those land by making paper by their name. Those people are
influential in power relation.
There is a competition among farmers for favourable sharecropping land. Soil fertility, irrigation
facilities, and convenient distance from farmers’ houses are important factors in land preference.
Also, land adjacent to public roads and residential areas are usually less favourable for farming, as
these are not exposed to adequate sunlight due to tree cover and most of the crops require adequate
sunlight to grow well. Landowners are also concerned about the return from land, so an
experienced farmer always gets the priority from the landowner. Thus, getting sharecropping land
is always easier for an experienced farmer. Respondent (YMF01), who has been cultivating for
around 10 years and has the necessary farm equipment, including a tractor, said:
People know me as a good farmer. My farming is more productive than others in the
village. Therefore, they (land owner) come to my house and ask me “do you cultivate my
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land?” Besides, People know about my possessions of farming related equipment. These
are the reasons that I easily get the land as a sharecropper.

Farmers who work as farm labourers usually do not face problems when obtaining land but if
someone does not have experience, they face the challenge of managing sharecropping land. When
one respondent (YMF12) started farming, he did not find any sharecropping land so he rented land.
Now as an experienced farmer, he does not have that struggle. He said:
At the beginning, I started by renting land as I did not have experience in farming, so it
was tough for me to get sharecropping land. Now everyone knows about me that I know
about farming and can produce a good crop in a land. So, I do not have any problem now
similar to my beginning year of getting sharecropping land.

Young women farmers’ experiences and their priorities are different for sharecropping land. They
not only give importance to the land quality, but land placement is also an important factor for
them. Socially, women have responsibilities of domestic care and have social restrictions on
mobility. Therefore, young and older women farmers mentioned that they try to find land that is
near to their house so that they can more easily look after their crops alongside their household
responsibilities. If the land is not near their home, it is difficult for them to work and take care of
the land. One respondent (YWF02) said:
. . . We do not have any extra land to increase. Last year we tried to find some sharecropping
land for rice cultivation. But we did not get any suitable land. People ask us to take some
land but those were either far away from home or in lower land which is not good for the
crop.

Sometimes people do not like to give land to a woman farmer, especially sharecropping land for
rice cultivation. As women usually do not work in the rice fields, and if they want to grow rice,
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they have to depend on labour for planting to harvesting. A woman farmer (YWF01) explained
her experience when she was looking for sharecropping land. She said:
People usually do not like to give land to a woman. This year when I requested a landowner,
he asked me how I will grow rice in his land. I said I would hire labour then he said it
would not be profitable by depending on hired labour. That time I did not have anything to
say.

Generally, young women farmers do not contact the landowner about sharecropping directly.
Rather they ask their husbands to take land near to their house so that they can also take care of
the land.
There is not much difference in land dependency across the generations. Both older and young,
men and women farmers depend on sharecropping land. The main difference is now young farmers
are renting land for profit-oriented crops, which was not common among the older farmers. Young
men and women farmers also want to decrease their dependency on sharecropping, and they
wanted to switch to the mortgage and rent arrangement. However, at the initial stages of becoming
a farmer, sharecropping reduces young farmers’ burden of investment in land. This is the main
reason why young men and women farmers depend on sharecropping land.

3.4 Dependency on informal finance
In the past people do not use fertilizer . . . . Using this year after year destroyed the land fertility
in our area. Therefore, now a small amount of fertilizer is not working in land . . . land is weaker,
and we have to give more and more fertilizer (OMF04).

An older farmer described the present state of the agriculture, which indicates that farmers are
becoming increasingly dependent on external inputs to maintain productivity. In the last century,
a new kind of farming system called ‘The Green Revolution’ was implemented in many parts of
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the world to increase productivity in agriculture. Its increased crop productivity when compared
to conventional farming practices, but this system depends heavily on the use of fertilizer and
chemicals. Kaur (2013) in the context of India notes that The Green Revolution increased the cost
of agriculture and increased farmers’ dependency on external finances to grow food. In this study,
young men and women farmers indicated that finances are one of the leading obstacles in their
farming activities.
The government of Bangladesh established two specialized agriculture banks, namely, Bangladesh
Agriculture Bank and the Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan Bank (Rajshahi Agriculture Development
Bank) in 1973 and 1986, respectively, to provide financial support to farmers. Subsequently, many
other agricultural finance services have been included in government initiatives as a part of the
Rural Credit Policy to support farming activities (Bangladesh Bank 2017). The government also
implemented a rule that all government, non-government, and foreign commercial banks must
distribute at least 2% of their annual loans as an agriculture loans (Bangladesh Bank 2014). Every
year, the government also distributes a considerable amount of agriculture credit through various
banks and financial organizations. In the 2017 fiscal year, around 210 billion Bangladeshi Taka
(more than 2.5 billion USD) was disbursed as agriculture credit (Bangladesh Bank 2017). The
Bangladesh Bank report also mentions that microfinance institutions provided loan services to 28.9
million rural people between 2016 and the end of June 2017. Besides, Palli Karma Shayak
Foundation (PKSF), the government apex body of the microfinance and rural capacity building
authority, gave various kinds of loan amounting to 277.6 billion taka through its partner
organizations to strengthen the rural economy.8

8

The PKSF is a government organization mainly working to create livelihood opportunities for rural people. It does
not directly distribute loans but instead gives loans to local NGOs to distribute as part of micro-credit schemes.
This organization implements many other rural capacity building projects through local NGOs as well.
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Despite the expansion of government and non-government financial services in rural areas, this
study found that young men and women farmers are highly dependent on borrowing money from
the informal sector—traditional moneylenders, villagers, wealthy farmers, shopkeepers, traders,
friends, and family members, confirming Faruqee’s findings (2010) that the contribution of
institutional loans in the agriculture sector is still very small (between 16% and 32%), and
institutional lenders (especially banks) are not accessible to the marginalized, smallholders, and
mid-size farmers due to a lack of collateral. Additionally, the two specialized agriculture banks
(main credit providers from the banking and public sectors) are financially ineffective to meet the
demands of credit. The government often uses these two banks for political gain, such as after
natural disasters and before elections when the government waives interest charges and credit
installments (Ferrari 2008). Another kind of institutional credit provider in the rural areas is microfinance institutions, but they mostly allocate credit in areas that generate income quickly and where
repayment is possible by income generation in a short period of time (Alauddin and Biswas 2014).
Faruqee (2010) offers data from 2005 to 2007, which shows that more than 40% of microfinance
credit goes to small business sectors while around only 9% goes to the agriculture sector.
It is well recognized that micro-finance is a more women-centric credit service; globally women
represent 70 percent of the microfinance client on average (D'espallier, Guerin and Mersland
2013). Consequently, it is seen that compared with male farmers, women farmers are less
dependent on informal finance. In this study I found that out of 10 women farmers (five young and
five older farmers) eight of them borrowed money from microfinance institutions9 (now these
women totally depend on micro-credit, though many of them have previous experience of

9

A local microfinance institution provides a six-month repayment schedule for special agriculture loans to women
farmers (only one local NGO provide this type of loan). This is not similar to weekly installment-based micro credit.
Five of the women farmers respondents are involved with that service.
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borrowing from the informal sector), whereas only three young male farmers among 10 of them
mentioned that they borrowed money from formal institutions (one of them does not regularly
obtain credit from the formal institutions). Two other (YMF01 and YM014) young male farmers
tried to get loans from the bank, but one respondent (YMF01) mentioned that the bank offered him
a very small amount and another one was waiting for more than three months for the bank’s
decision. Moreover, none of older male farmer respondents (I interviewed five of them) have
experience with the formal credit services. Reasons they mentioned included need to bribe bank
officials and lack of collateral for a bank loan.
Borrowing money from informal sources is regarded as exploitative because of the exorbitant
interest rates (Rahman 1992). The interest rate from informal sources is exceptionally high, in
some cases it is more than 50%. In the local areas, farmers need to pay 500 takas or one maund
rice (one maund rice is equivalent to 40kg, which costs around 500 to 700 takas) as interest against
1000 takas of loan amount for one season (3 to 5 months). In contrast, bank interest rates are 9%
to 15% and micro-finance interest rates are 20% to 22% with additional service charges (Rahman,
Luo and Cheng 2011). But the institutional financial sector has many more requirements, such as
collateral and documentation, many of which young men and women farmers are not able to
provide. As an alternative, non-institutional loans can be available faster and do not have any
procedural complexities.
The reliance on informal finance is more acute in the initial stages of farming for young men and
women, not only in Bangladesh, but also in many other places in the world. A study found that
62% of rural youth in the developing world remain outside of the formal financial services (IFAD
2015). There are several reasons behind this; firstly, financial institutions often do not understand
the needs of rural youth or do not have specialized credit streams for fulfilling young people’s
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needs. Secondly, young people often do not have previous financial records, which is an important
element for having institutional credit. Thirdly, banks take extra time to approve loans for new
clients (Rutten and Fanou 2015; FAO 2014; Simmonds 2017). My study found that young men
and women farmers usually started farming depending on their own funds and loans from the
informal sector. Some of them had to sell their properties such as trees, domestic animals (cows,
goat), or gold ornaments of a wife or a mother. The African Agriculture Status Report 2015 found
that in Sub-Saharan Africa, four out of five young people start farming by taking a loan from their
friends or family members due to insufficient credit support from financial institutions (Rutten and
Fanou 2015). While describing the initial finances of farming, one respondent (YMF03) said:
I sold my wife's ornament. After selling that my primary capital was 60 thousand takas.
Besides, I lend 50 thousand takas with an interest rate of 2-thousand-taka for a month. I
had to repay 60 thousand takas after five months…...
Generally young women depend on their husbands for initial capital support. A young woman
farmer (YWF04) described how “my husband was a day labour, and he used to give me money
from his income to buy seeds and other inputs from the market.” Women in the villages are also
involved with many kinds of home-based production activities like handicrafts. Earnings from
these activities are also used as the initial capital for the young women. A 25-year-old married
female farmer (YWF02) explained about her initial capital: “My husband gave me some money. I
also earned some money by making handicraft items like bed sheets and handmade fans.” They
also take loans from rich farmers and neighbours. One respondent (YWF05) started farming by
borrowing from a villager. However, everyone has different experiences in managing initial capital
but none of the respondents were able to get financial support from formal financial institutions.
Longer waiting times, official procedures, and bribes are other issues in the formal financial
system. Before allocating a loan, a bank’s field officer visits the farmer's house and checks
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background information; farmers also have to submit various identity cards, certificates, landrelated documents, and photos. Every step is time-consuming and for some paperwork, farmers
have to visit other government offices. One young farmer (YMF03) mentioned that “for the
farmer's identity card I visited local union office multiple times and spent money by offering
snacks to the government office employee, but still there is no hope to get my identity card.”
Bribing helps speed up the process of loan allocation and also overlooks some requirements in the
approval process. Some rules are arbitrary such as for ‘crops credit,’ which is a special kind of
loan and officially does not require collateral. Only showing crops in the field, a landless marginal
farmer and sharecroppers are allowed to avail themselves of this loan, but in practice, banks do
not allow this kind of loan without collateral.10 In this situation, a bribe works to get a loan. A
young farmer (YMF06) shared his experience of a bank loan application:
I tried to get Bank loan, so that I do not need to lend money from other people. But the
problem was the Banker asked me to bribe him. I also tried again before bribing him, but
they did not allocate loan when it was needed for me. When they offered me the loan, that
time I did not have need for it.

Women’s engagement with banking sector is less than that of men. Statistically, women have 18%
less bank account ownership (Al-Muti and Warren 2017). Though women respondents have strong
involvement with NGO-based financial services, they have less participation in the bank services.
A young woman farmer (YWF02) said that “I do not know about bank loan. We never go to bank
for a loan.” The research sample of the women farmers was 10, and I did not find that any of them
who had experience with bank loans or any bank related services. A respondent (YWF 03) reported
that “We only took loan from NGOs and micro-credit organization.” Women’s involvement with

10

A local bank official of Agriculture Bank told me about this in an informal discussion. Bank employees were not
respondents of this research.
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NGOs was predictable, but less involvement with the bank indicated that a strong gender disparity
is present in mainstream financial institutions.
NGO-based microfinance institutions’ requirements for loans are much more relaxed compared to
the banks. Microfinancing institutions give loans without collateral. They ask for fewer paper
documents. However, microfinance is not an attractive credit option for farmers because of the
nature of this loan. In this system, farmers have to repay the loan in installments, which starts
within two weeks of the loan’s issuance. This installment system has both positive and negative
implications for farmers. Farmers who have additional income sources consider this as a very
suitable arrangement, and they can repay their loan from their additional income. But farmers who
do not have other income sources except farming find it difficult to repay as they usually get money
three to four months after selling their crops. A young farmer (YMF03) expressed his opinion
about microfinance by highlighting this:
Farmers do not have money in hand all the time. In case of NGO loan, we have to pay it
weekly installment. If I get loan 20 thousand from an NGO, I have to pay five hundred
every week as an installment. I work in the field and it is not possible for me to pay five
hundred taka every week. I would either run the family cost or the NGO's installment.

There are some exceptional cases of borrowing money from the formal financial institutions. One
young male farmer (YMF15), who is cultivating on his family land of 12 acres, is wealthy
compared to other farmers. He has a strong relationship with the local agriculture bank and has
been involved with multiple types of loans from the bank. His father was also a recipient of a loan
from the same bank and his father’s connection was helpful for him to borrow money from the
bank. Another farmer (YMF06) mentioned that he made a good relationship with a field-level
employee of government bank by helping as a mediator to get a default loan from a farmer. That
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personal link was helpful for him when he applied for the bank loan. Another farmer (YMF12
cultivate in 14 acres of land) was able to get agriculture loan from a local NGO by using his
personal connection.
In 2009, I met with one my formal school teacher who was a director of local NGO. He
helped me to have a loan from his NGO. . . . That time they give me 40000 taka as loan. I
paid them in time, and still, I have the connection with them. Till now I take loan from that
NGO.

There is not much difference in financing agricultural activities between the older generations of
men farmers and the young men farmers. Women farmers are in a better situation than men farmers
because of NGOs microfinance services. Among the old male farmers, I did not find anyone who
managed to get a loan from formal institutions, either banks or NGOs. They carried out farming
activities depending on the informal sector. An old male farmer explained:
We save some money after selling our crops. Following season, we use that money to invest
in our farming again. By end of the cultivation sometimes if we ran out of money, we
would borrow money from the villagers . . . . (OMF02)

Though older women farmers, like older men farmers, do not have experience to avail loan from
banks, they do have experience of borrowing money from the NGO-based microcredit
organizations. An old woman farmer (OWF05) explained that before microfinance they used to
borrow money from the local moneylender with a high interest rate. She explained her situation:
When there were no microfinance institutions our condition was worse. Microfinance is
helpful for us, and we are able to cut off the loan from a money lender. Now everyone says
microfinance is good and we pay them weekly. We also work in other people’s land;
therefore, it is easy to pay the installment . . . . In the beginning, we were just destroyed by
taking a loan from the local moneylender in exchange of rice.
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In this situation of formal and informal financial services, farmers mostly depend on the informal
finance sector. Many farmers also do not have a clear financial plan. Therefore, they are not able
to predict when they may need money. So, whenever they face such a situation, they go to the
people who can lend them money. A few lucky farmers do not have to pay any interest for the
amount they borrow from friends and family members. Except for a few of the young farmers,
most of them are continuing their overall farming activities depending on informal finance.

3.5 Tendency to profit-oriented farming
Rice is the staple food in Bangladesh. The more than 160 million population of the country eat rice
at least once a day. About 75% of the total crop area is used to produce rice (Hossain, Bayes and
Islam 2017). It provides half of the total agriculture GDP, half of the rural employment, and half
of the per capita caloric intake (Gurung, et al. 2013). Therefore, rice is the main focus of
Bangladesh agriculture, especially for ensuring the food security of the country, and almost all of
the 15 million farm families are involved with rice cultivation (Gurung, et al. 2013). An older
farmer (OMF07) mentioned that, “If you have rice at home, you do not need to be worried about
hunger.” It would not be an exaggeration to say that Bangladeshi farmers means primarily rice
farmers. Rice production also increased tremendously in the last three decades, from 21 million
tons in 1980 to 48 million tons in 2010 (Gurung, et al. 2013). This made the country food sufficient
in terms of food grains production. Though occasionally rice was exported from Bangladesh, after
a domestic food price hike in 2008, the government banned rice exports until 2019 (a massive rice
price drop this year forced the government to lift that ban) (Reuters 2019).
Despite the importance and the contribution of rice to the food security of the country and farmers
as well, young men and women farmers are not focused on rice-based farming. Profit-oriented
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crops such as watermelon, soybeans, various lentils, oilseeds, fish, and animal husbandry are the
focus of their farming activities. Diversification of agricultural activities is a recent phenomenon
in Bangladesh agriculture. In the 1990s, Islam and Rahman (2012) in the context of Bangladesh
and Joshi, et al. (2004) in the South Asian context describe that a silent revolution of agricultural
diversification occurred in terms of market-valued produce such as vegetables, fruits, livestock,
and fish as a result of the impact of the technological attachment of ‘The Green Revolution.’ I
found that young farmers are apparently more interested in taking advantage of profit-oriented
farming. This is a major change in the attitude of young men and women farmers compared to the
older generation. They do not see farming as production of staple food only. Bossenbroek, Pleoeg
and Zwarteveen (2015) in the context of Morocco found that young people are not interested in
farming in the same way as the previous generation. Rather they are more interested in farming as
a business enterprise and focusing on market-value crops such as fruits instead of traditional crops
such as wheat, cereals, and potatoes. Bangladeshi young farmers are similarly engaging with
market-value crop cultivation to lift themselves out of poverty, overcome the difficulties of living,
and also make money quickly. Young men and women farmers described the way they see farming
before starting it. They narrated:
We are poor people do not have extra money to start a business. Farming is a shortcut way
that we can earn by investing a small amount of money and our labour. This is why I started
farming. (YMF03)
I got motivated by thinking about the profit in farming. And there is no benefit in staying
idle at home. If I cultivate some land that will help me to develop a financial condition of
my family. (YWF05)
This attitude towards farming changes the crop selection by the young men and women farmers.
They focus more on the crops that give them the maximum amount of profit. Young male farmer
respondents (YMF03) and (YMF15) started their farming with watermelon and duck and chicken
rearing, respectively. They came into farming with the motivation of profit-oriented farming.
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Though, they also produce rice, it is not their main focus. In contrast, I did not find any of the older
farmer respondents who started farming without rice cultivation. Another respondent (YMF06)
started to cultivate watermelon and reduced his rice production. He reported that:
I used to cultivate rice before starting watermelon. There is no canal system in our village;
therefore, we cannot produce our rice properly. I lost interest in rice for experiencing
financial loss in a row for more than couples of years. Now people more interested in the
nut, maize, soybean, watermelon …... (YMF06)

Young men and women farmers cannot entirely stop rice cultivation as they have to think about
the consumption needs of the family. Besides, most of the farmers have cows on their farms and
rice straw is good cow feed. Also, if they do not cultivate rice, they have to stay idle in the rainy
season. However, they know it is tough for them to make a profit from rice. A young male farmer
(YMF14) said that if he depends on the market for his family’s rice consumption, that would be
more expensive as the price of processed rice is much higher. Young farmers (YMF01), (YMF03),
(YMF060), (YMF12), and (YMF15) rear cows and they consider it as a means to minimize their
cost of investment in rice production as they can use rice straw as cow feed. Besides, most of the
farmers are sharecroppers, so if they do not cultivate rice, they will not get land to cultivate in the
winter season. So, they wait for the winter crops to make a profit and minimize the loss from rice
production. A respondent (YMF01) described this:
Production cost is not the same for every crop. One kani (160 decimal) rice cultivation has
10-thousand-taka cost for seed, fertilizer, and insecticide. Besides we have cost for labour.
We can make the profit by winter crop like watermelon, soybean. From the profit of winter
crop, we minimize our damage in rice production.

The main cash crops are watermelon, soybeans, and various types of lentils and vegetables. Fish
and livestock (such as cows, goat, chickens, and ducks) are an additional focus of farming for
almost every young farmer. As I mentioned earlier, staple crop (rice) production increased
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sufficiently over the past few decades, minimising farmers’ concern for fulfilling the need for
staple food. But rice is not a profitable crop anymore, so farmers are required to produce other
cash crops to cater to their family needs. Also, technological advancements in farming encourage
young farmers to grow cash crops. A young farmer (YMF15) said:
In the past, fish cultivation used to take 1-2 years to get the profit. However, now we can
sell fish within 3-6 months. Modern farming system is helping us to develop our situation.

Watermelon is the most profitable cash crop in the field area. This crop needs around 50,000 takas
of investment per kani (2 acres) of land, and in a good season, a farmer can earn 150,000 to 200,000
(around 1,790 to 2,400 USD), where the country’s per capita income is 1,751 USD (The Daily
Star 2018). Therefore, young farmers are keenly interested in watermelon cultivation. But it needs
intensive care and various kinds of pesticides and insecticides to have a good harvest, making it
one of the most painstaking crops with a good profit value. A sudden rain or a small fluctuation in
temperature can destroy the crop. Ten of the 15 young men and women farmer respondents of this
research are cultivating watermelon despite the challenges of growing this crop. Among the 10
older farmer respondents I did not find any of them involved or interested in this crop cultivation.
While young people are very interested in watermelon and taking the risk of cultivating this crop,
the older generation of farmers sees only the risk of this crop. Two older male and female farmers
explained why they are not cultivating this profitable crop:
I do not cultivate watermelon as its need more invest and more hard work. I am alone, so I
cannot do it …... (OMF07)
I cultivate rice mostly as I do not have enough capital to cultivate crop like watermelon or
vegetable. Those crops have more profit but need intensive care and huge capital. I usually
cultivate those crops which have minimum cultivation cost. (OWF03)
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These cash crops are usually produced in the winter season. And winter sharecropping conditions
also comparatively favourable to the farmer. They give one-third of the crop to the landowner.
Young men and women farmer are more interested in all kinds of winter crops. Not only
watermelon but also other crops of this season give them the opportunity to earn profit, such as
soybeans, which is an oil seed and sells for around 3,000 takas per maund (40kg) in the market.
As I mentioned earlier, crop diversification was not common in the past; older men and women
mentioned that this is also one of the reasons for their lesser involvement in those crops’
cultivation. An older male farmer (OMF05) recounted this:
I do not have any land for vegetable cultivation. In the winter I cultivated mung bean, but
in our time soybean cultivation was not conventional in our area. Soybean came here a few
years ago. I also cultivate chili, red potatoes. These crops are comparatively profitable.

To conclude this section, young people are not just seeing farming as a way to ensure the
consumption needs of the family. This view changes their crop selection preferences. Their success
in cash crop production is motivating them and gives them inspiration to remain in this sector
despite the hardships and challenges.
Some young men and women in Bangladesh are accepting farming as the best available alternative
to earn their livelihood. They take it as the socio-economic reality of their lives. To be skilled in
farming, young farmers are still largely reliant on observational learning. Sharecropping is the
most common land arrangement and informal credit is the main source for finance. Thus, land and
finances are the main challenges in their operations. Cash crops cultivation and some other subsectors in farming such as livestock and fish are giving hope and motivation to the young people
to stay and survive through farming.
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Chapter Four: Young women’ experiences in becoming farmers

In this chapter I will talk about young women farmers’ experiences becoming farmers in the
context of a society where culturally-defined gender norms such as purdah and the practice of
patrilineal descent discriminates against women in terms of using their labour power and access to
productive resources such as land. First, I will discuss the lack of recognition of women as farmers
and the significance of this issue in a woman farmer’s life. Then, I will talk about why marriage is
a precondition to start a farming initiative for a young woman. In addition, I will explore the
reasons why young women farmers specifically focus on dry season crops and animal husbandry
and then I will discuss how the barriers to a woman’s mobility in a conservative society impact
young women’s farming activities. Before entering the discussion, I will briefly talk about women
farmer respondents of this study and the gendered agrarian context of Bangladesh.

Profile of women farmers and gendered agriculture relations in Bangladesh:
This chapter is based on the 10 interviews that I conducted with women farmers. Five of them are
young women farmers in the age range of 18 to 35 years and five older women farmers aged over
35 years. Among the 10 women farmers, nine of them are cultivating two to five acres of land, and
one young farmer (YWF04) is cultivating 16 acres of land. Excluding one young farmer (YWF03
who has her own 2 acres), no other young and older women farmers own any land (land in their
name) and they are reliant on tenant land. Educational qualifications among the young farmers are
better (attended Grades 2 to 5) than older women farmers (no schooling).
Women’s participation in agricultural activities in Bangladesh is restricted by two sets of social
norms: purdah and gender division of labour. The social norm of purdah and the gender division
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of labour divide public and private domains, and often it is seen that men work in the productivepublic world while women work in the domestic/reproductive-private world (Gruselle 2013). Paul
(1992) explains this in the context of rural Bangladesh that men are mainly responsible for field
work-related agricultural activities and other work that need social interaction, whereas women
are responsible for agriculture activities that are done in the homestead or close to the home.
Rahman (2010) found that due to the gender division in labour, women’s labour use in grain
production is 18% at the most, but for non-cereal crops (such as vegetables), it is 48%. Moreover,
young women face more restricted social mobility such as in the first few years of marriage, young
women are not even allowed to visit a neighbouring homestead without an old female escort (Paul
1992).
Including Bangladesh, evidences from many other places of the world showed that gender
discrimination in agriculture is a common reality, where women often face unequal access and
ownership to productive, physical and financial resources (Doss and SOFA 2011; Quisumbing and
Maluccio 2003). Though women have little access to productive resources, their involvement in
agriculture is steadily increasing over the years. During 1995-2006, women’s proportion of the
labour participation in agriculture increased from less than 20% to 33.6% of the total (Srabonia, et
al. 2014). Sarwar, Islam and Monzoor (2007) in the context of Bangladesh found that engagement
of women in agriculture varies both by landholding types and social class. Usually women from
the poor and marginalized families are actively involved in farming and they form the majority in
the rural areas. Women from poor household constitute about 85% of the women farmers of the
country (Ahmed, Halim and Sultana 2012).
Despite social restrictions, poverty-stricken families are incapable of adhering to social and
cultural norms to keep women family members out of economic activities (Smith 2012).
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Maintaining the social norm of purdah is also linked with the economic affordability of a family
(Kabeer 2000). Middle to large farm owners have the ability to employ daily labours for the farm
work and that is why they can keep their women family members out of the farm activities. Rozario
(2001) noted that purdah and the control of women’s mobility is associated with the ideology of
purity, honour (izzat) and shame (lazza) and being unable to maintain this norm brings much shame
and disgrace to a women and their families. For example, a respondent (YWF01) mentioned that
her mobility to the NGOs and bazaar for farming related activities tagged her as a bepurdha nari
(veilless women) in the village, which is disrespectful for a woman.

4.1 Lack of recognition as a farmer
In the context of Bangladesh, traditionally women are mostly engaged with pre and post-harvest
related work of farming, which is performed within the boundary of homestead (Jaim and Hossain
2011). Society created this boundary and division of labour by imposing social norms of purdah.
Only men’s contributions are considered farming work, whereas women’s contributions remain
unacknowledged. When I asked a male farmer (YMF03 who is 27 years old and cultivating in 6
acres of land) about this issue, his reply was, “We are middle class people and we have many kinds
of prestige issues. If my wife goes to the field that could be socially disrespectful for me.” He
assumes that the farm work is something that male farmers do in the field and also expresses his
fear of being ridiculed for not maintaining social practice of seclusion and gendered division of
labour. But when I specifically asked him what kind of work his wife does in the family, he
mentioned some tasks that are directly related with his farming activities. He said:
At home she does many things. For instance, when I bring rice from the field, she separates
rice from the straw. She also does the rice boiling and husking related work actively.
Sometimes we hire other women to help her. A woman has more work than a man. She has
to see family, our child and many other things. YMF03
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Even women farmers who actively do farming work in the field and also do the post harvesting
work at home are not recognised as farmers. When I asked the male farmers regarding those
women farmers who actively work in the field, their reply was “some women do farm work”, but
the identity of women as farmers is not recognized, regardless of women’s participations in the
field and home. When I asked male farmers whether their wives work in the farms, their common
response was ‘no they cannot do it’. But when I specifically asked them about who takes care of
their crops that they bring home from the fields, their reply was “after harvesting when I bring
home my rice, there is a lot of work like husking, boiling, drying. She (wife) does all those work”
(YMF08). Another young male farmer (YMF10, age 22 years old cultivating in 4 acres of land)
initially denied that his wife had any involvement in his farming, but when I asked him whether
he has any livestock, his reply was, “I have two cows and around 40 chickens and ducks. My wife
takes care of all of those as I do not have time after working in the land”. Compared to male
farmers’ working ability with women, two other respondents (YMF15, YMF06) described that
physically women are weaker than men, so it is tough for them to work in the fields. Respondent
(YMF06) said, “we need to plow by hand hoe which is a tough job for women and even if they
try, they cannot do that properly as they are naturally weak than men.” However, Aly and Shields
(2010) study in Nepal on the gender difference in agricultural productivity, found that this is not
about innate physical difference, rather men perform well in agriculture because of socio-economic
discrimination which favour men to have better access to land and new technologies. Doss (2018),
after analyzing a growing body literature on the gender and agricultural productivity, noted that
women’s farming would be as productive as men’s farming, given the equal control on the
productive resources. Similarly, in this study I found that gender division of farm labour is one of
the main factors behind the invisibility of women’s contributions in farming. Also, identity of
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farmers is established with the male farmers’ activities and women’s contributions are totally
unnoticed because their work is viewed as ‘natural’ responsibility for the family.
Since social mobility of women is restricted, selling crops at the market is mostly done by men
too. So, at the end of the day, proceeds of the women labour in farming is transferred to the men’s
hands and the contributions of their labour socially remain invisible (Kabeer 1988). For instance,
one young woman farmer (YWF02 aged 25) is involved with fish farming in a pond owned by her
father-in-law. She gets minnows from a government support programme by attending a training
session. She does everything for the fish farm, but as her husband has a small fish business, he
brings the fish to sell at the market. This is not only the case of fish farming. It is also the case in
all kinds of farming and other productive activities in which women are involved. Mies (1982) in
India found that despite economic contribution to the family and national economy, women’s
labour contribution in homestead base lace industry is not seen as work because in the social
ideology this is viewed as part of women’s household responsibility. Similarly, many women in
Bangladesh are playing active roles in various agricultural productions, but their contributions are
seen as domestic responsibilities and not counted in national income accounting (Bose, Ahmed
and Hossain 2009). Doss and SOFA (2011) noted that this is a common pattern in many developing
countries where women homestead based work is not seen as “economically active employment”.
At the national level, statistical data often underrepresented and undercounted women’s
contribution in the economy, which is very common across the developing countries (Agarwal
1985; Zaman 1995)). A Labour Forces Survey (LFS) 2016-2017 in Bangladesh shows that the
number for the employed male population is 29.8 million while female figure is 14.1 million in
the rural areas, and the number of unemployed males is 1 million and women is 0.9 million. The
proportion of the population of men and women is very close (103:100 men and women) in
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Bangladesh (BBS 2011), but the labour force survey does not have any statistics for those women
who are not employed, neither they are counted in the unemployed category. Zaman (2012),
explains that in the statistical data women’s contribution in agriculture is not recognized as their
contribution largely remains unpaid in family farms. Rahman and Routray (1998) illustrated one
such statistical discrepancy where women’s work estimation increased from 3.2 million in the LFS
in 1985 to 21 million in the LFS in 1989 just by changing a small definition of the women’s work.11
Nevertheless, women’s contribution to agriculture disappears from the statistical reports, and
women do not get the benefits of the government’s agriculture subsidy programmes (Jahangir
2016). In her path-breaking book A Field of One’s Own: Gender and land Right in South Asia,
Agarwal (1996) illustrated that women are excluded from the government land distribution
programmes in South Asia, based on the assumption that men are always heads of the households.
The FAO (2010) provides evidence that the government land distribution programme in
Bangladesh excluded households headed by unmarried women or widows with only daughter or
no children. Naved, et al. (2011) described that women farmers are often excluded from the priority
of government agriculture extension services as they are not recognized as farmers. Likewise, the
World Bank (2009) study shows that in Sub-Sharan Africa and South Asia, women are 75% of
agricultural producers, but policy and agricultural development planning is designed with a view
that only men are the farmers, as women's contributions are not recognized in the society.
Lack of recognition is not only a matter of undervaluing women’s actual contribution and limiting
their control of the income share, it also creates many barriers in the everyday life of a woman
farmer. At the local level it creates social barriers for women who are in the processes of becoming
11

Including the person who works in the family farm with or without pay increased the number of women in Labour
Force Survey 1989.According to Labour Force Survey 1989, “any person aged 10 years and over who was either
employed (worked at least 1 hour in the reference week or pay or profit or any person of the same age group putting
in a minimum of 1 hour’s work in family firm or enterprise with or without pay or profit)….” (Rahman 1993)
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farmers. In this specific case, women farmers have to depend on hired labour for rice cultivation
as they have social constraints to work in the rice fields. This increases the cost of cultivation. At
the same time, women farmers usually do not get the preference for sharecropping land by the
landowner. A respondent (YWF01 is 33 years old farmer, cultivating vegetables in 2 acres of land,
also involving with fish and organic fertilizer production) described that:
Women cannot work in knee deep water. As men can work under water by lifting their
lungi (a traditional dress for man similar like petticoat), which women cannot do. These
are the reasons that women can not involve in rice cultivation. Besides it will be very
costly if women cultivate rice only by depending on hiring labour.

4.2 Farming after marriage
My parents were not farmers, they had a small business, but they married off me with a
farmer. After that I started to do farming in my husband family. (OWF07)
This statement reflects how a husband’s profession influences a woman to enter in farming. As I
mentioned earlier that the women respondents of this research are coming from poor households
of the rural areas, they do not get an opportunity to be educated or to learn technical knowledge.
So, with low human capital and poor family conditions, women’s choice of profession depends on
their husband or parents’ economic conditions. It is common that, farmers’ children start to work
in the family farm, which in many cases is a survival strategy for a poor farming family to reduce
the cost of labour. Respondent (YMF03 who is 34 years old farmers, cultivating in 2 acres of her
own land 3 acres of sharecropping land) stated that:
We are two sisters and do not have any brother. So, my sister and I have been doing
everything as a farmer since our childhood; we helped our father in seedling, planting,
harvesting and all other related activities to grow a crop because our father was sick and
unfit to do those work.
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Respondent (YWF03, now a married young woman farmer) from her early age started working in
family farm, which is common in most of the farming families, but working in the field
(specifically rice planting and seedling) is not common for a young unmarried or married woman.
As she (YWF03) did not have any brother and her father was sick, she had to work in the field
from an early age in a circumstance of family’s distress situation. Usually, the elder son of the
family takes this kind of responsibility in case of parent’s incapability.
As the institution of purdah is related to women’s sexual purity and chastity, usually young girls
get married as soon as they reach puberty (Kabeer 1988). Arranging marriage for a daughter at this
time is an important issue for a family and delaying a daughter’s marriage puts her family in shame
(Kotalova 1993). Hence, the frequency of child marriage in Bangladesh is very high (around 59%),
which is the fourth highest in the world, and in the rural areas this is even more severe accounting
to 71% of girls being married before 18 years of age (Human Rights Watch 2015;The daily Star
2018). Also, socialization of a young male and female child in preparing for their future roles as
adults occurs differently. A male child grows up to be a protector and provider for the women in
their families, whereas a female child grows up as her future role of a ‘good’ wife, a daughter-inlaw and a mother (Rozario 2001). So, before marriage, it is tough for young girls to establish
themselves as farmers and also parents do not have expectation from a young girl to establish their
farming. A young woman farmer (YWF03) explains her experience regarding her farming
initiative at the parent’s house before marriage.
In my childhood, I saw my mother producing vegetables. She used to save money by selling
those vegetables and kept those in a box. when I saw that money, I asked her where you
get that money. She told me that she saved that money from her vegetable farming. I told
her that I am also interested in cultivating like you. She told me learn it from me how to
grow vegetable, and you will get chance to produce in your husband’s home. (YWF01)
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Moreover, as I mentioned earlier, the social norm of purdah prescribes that women stay at home
and limit their life in the homestead as much as possible. Women face restriction against working
in the field, especially if they are very young. Two young women respondents (YWF02, YWF05)
explained that they were not able to start farming just after their marriage. Even a few years after
marriage, a woman is considered as a new bride and the Purdah norm has to be strictly observed.
When they give birth to a child, the restriction of purdah gradually diminishes. One of them
(YWF02) stated:
At first, I was a new bride and socially I was not allowed to work in the field alone.
Therefore, my husband used to work with me. Now I have a daughter and she goes with
me to the field. Now I can move around without any question which was not possible at
the beginning of the married life. Now I can easily go to the market for buying farming
related things.
As I mentioned before, like in many other countries’ women have social constraints in the
possession and control of productive resources such as land and finances, which creates their
dependency on others and impact their ability to generate income in agriculture. For example,
historically, women are landless or own little land in South Asia (Agarwal 2011). Within this
region the gap is much wider in the northwest India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan (Agarwal 2011).
According to the law in Bangladesh, women can own and purchase land, but in case of family
purchase land women do not have legal rights unless their names appear in the deeds. Family
purchase land title generally goes to the male head of the family and women are hardly able to
purchase land as most of the women do not have financial independence (Sarwar, Islam and
Monzoor 2007). Inheritance landownership is the most common avenue to obtain landownership,
but this is followed by religious or customary laws (called as family law). Islamic law is applied
to 85% people (women from other religions in the country do not have this right), which allows
women to inherit land from their parents (a girl gets share which is equal to half of that of a son);
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but social customs such as naoir

12

encourage daughters to relinquish property to their brothers

(Quisumbing and Maluccio 2003). Besides, women do not demand inheritance land rights in order
to maintain a good relationship with their brothers, and due to fear of social stigma of a “bad”
sister for demanding inheritance landownership (Sarwar, Islam and Monzoor 2007). Another
significant barrier is the practice of patrilocality, which creates a distance between parents and
husbands’ villages, therefore, it is tough for married women to take control and advantages of the
inheritance land (Arens 2011). In many cases, they either do not demand the land or sell it to their
brothers.
In this research, I found that young women depend on male members in the family to obtain basic
resources like finance and land, and in the most cases, they get those productive resources through
their husbands. As I mentioned in chapter three, that many young male farmers manage their initial
investment by working as farm labourers or in the off-farm sectors, in the rural areas women do
not have available employment opportunities. Consequently, in most of the cases, young and older
women farmers mentioned that they started farming with the financial help of their husbands. A
respondent (YWF01 who is 33 years old, cultivating in 2 acres of family land) stated this, “I took
money from my husband’s pocket to buy my seeds and other inputs at the beginning”.
The land is the most critical resource for women farmers. As I described women have limited
chances to own land. They depend on their husbands for access to land. Generally, women cultivate
in their husbands’ lands with no legal right on the lands, if their husbands own lands. As
sharecropping is the most common form of land arrangement system and landowners usually do
not prefer women farmers, women depend on their husbands for getting access to sharecropping

12

Naoir is a social custom that married sister yearly visits her natal family for a longer period. For keeping brother
happy and in return brother will take care in naior time sister often renounce their land right.
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land. There is a fact that, after marriage women move to patrilocal residence, where usually they
do not have an essential social network and not many people know them, as they mostly live within
the boundaries of homestead. As mentioned earlier, the restriction of social mobility is stricter for
young women, as a result even though sometimes older women farmers are able to directly contact
a landowner for sharecropping land. Young women cannot make this kind of communication. An
elder woman respondent (OWF03 involving with farming over 20 years and cultivating in 4 acres
of sharecropping land) described that “Before (beginning of the farming) my husband would
contact the landowner but now I do everything single-handedly. They (landowner) come to our
house and ask me about farming and their portion of the produce.” But young women farmers
usually do not have this kind of communication, so they rely on their husbands. A 28 years old
married young woman described:
I request my husband to take a sharecropping land near our home so that I can grow crops.
Finally, he helps me to have a land and I am cultivating there from last 7/8 years. YWF05

As domains of women and men are separate in the society, obtaining farming inputs such as seeds
and fertilizer, and for selling their produce, women directly depend on the male members of the
family, more specifically on their husbands. If women farmers want to go out of social boundary
visiting public places like bazars for buying farming inputs and selling their produce, they need
the approval from their husbands. So, women farmers who gain such approval, get support from
their husbands to ignore social barrier and are able to continue their farming activities. A
respondent (YWF01) mentioned that, “My husband supported me that is why I can do all these
farming-related work”. But this does not mean that suddenly men in the rural society lose their
patriarchal dominance over women. They allow women to work in the field because of poor
financial conditions of the family that force them to support their wives’ farming activities.
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Both older women and young women farmers have almost similar kinds of experiences in
becoming farmers. Becoming farmers is a socio-economic reality of their lives. Marriage gives
them the opportunity to get access to land and finance through their husbands’ support. Besides,
growing up in the rural poor household, they do not get enough opportunities in their early ages to
skill themselves with education or other technical knowledge to choose their own profession,
therefore, husbands’ profession and financial conditions bring them in farming.

4.3 Focus on dry season crop and animal husbandry
In many parts of the world there is a gender difference in crop selection. Generally, cash oriented
and export crops are frequently regarded as ‘men’s crops’ and subsistence crops as ‘women’s
crops’ (World Bank 2009; Guendel 2009). It is difficult to say whether women choose specific
crops because they have less control on land, finance, information or because they have different
preferences and concerns (Guendel 2009). In Bangladesh, compared to men, women have
constraints in using their labour power and their ability is restricted by the imposition of purdah
and domestic responsibility. As a result, female participation in crop production is comparatively
less than that of male, but agricultural activities within homestead, such as livestock, vegetables,
poultry, horticulture, and post harvesting operations such as husking, drying, boiling, and seed
selection are dominated by females (Hossain and Jaim 2014). This division of roles in agricultural
work is not unique in Bangladesh. Studies showed that in many places of the world this trend is
common among the agrarian communities (in South East Asia see Akter, et al. 2017; in Nigeria
see FAO and ECOWAS Commission 2018). For instance, in Western Kenya women are more
engaged with kitchen gardening, harvesting of crops and men are more involved with planting,
slashing and tethering animals (Grassi, Landberg and Huyer 2015). Adapted to the social norms
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and family obligations, women are more engaged with homestead-based farming activities in
Bangladesh. Agarwal (2011) described this issue in the South Asian context that this restricted
women’s capacity to fully function as farmers by shortening women mobility to procure inputs or
sell produce or hire labour.
In this study, I found that young women farmers are producing crops such as sweet pumpkin,
chili, okra, lentil, soybean, mung bean, nut, watermelon, and various kinds of vegetables.
Moreover, these women farmers also rear different kinds of animals such as chickens, ducks, goats,
fish and cows. Some young women farmers also involve themselves in organic fertilizer
production which is a new kind of agricultural activities for local area. A local NGO introduced
this type of agricultural activity to young women farmers by offering training and marketing
support. Respondents (YWF01 and YWF02 are 33 and 25 years old respectively) and many other
local young women have started this venture by technical and marketing help of that NGO. Thus,
the crops selection and farming activities of young women showed that dry season crops,
homestead- based farming, and animal husbandry are their main areas of involvement in farming.
Rice is the most commonly produced crop in Bangladesh that provides an important illustration of
gender differential participation in agriculture. As rice is a rainy season crop and usually people
plant rice in the submerge land, working in the rice filed is not socially appropriate for the women
as it requires uplifting their clothing. Though young women farmers are involved in the pre and
post harvesting of rice production, their attachment to the fieldwork is limited. This scenario is not
same in other South Asian countries. Moyles (2018) found that in India (Tamil Nadu) women are
more visible in the rice fields than men and landowners also prefer women labourers to men
labourers for cheap labour cost. Apart from rice cultivation, young women’s participation in the
field level work in winter or dry season crops cultivation have much more flexibility in terms of
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social restriction. This is one of the main reasons that the young women farmers cultivate crops
specially in the winter seasons. One young woman farmer stated that:
I do everything except rice cultivation. For example, in the watermelon land from sowing
to harvesting I do everything even I irrigate in my land. I do everything in the
watermelon field and do not feel any hesitation. YWF04
Besides, many of the winter crops have good market and exchange value. As I mentioned in the
previous chapter, profitability of the winter crops is a major reason for young men and women
farmers to be more focused on these crops. In addition, in the dry seasons, women farmers can get
involved more actively in every step of production, which is another reason to prefer farming
activities in the winter season. Though women have less control over marketing of their produce,
I found that some young women farmers who produce vegetables get chances to sell their produce
in the local bazar. Respondent (YWF01, YMF02, YMF03) mentioned that they sell their
vegetables in the local bazar as vegetables are perishable. So, when their husbands are not available
at home, they go to the markets to sell their produce. While a respondent (YWF03) describing her
involvement in marketing said that:
Sometimes I bring vegetable to the bazaar and after selling I keep those money. People
criticize about going bazaar but for that reason I cannot stop to do it and let my vegetable
get rotten in the field in absence of my husband.
In terms of the crop varieties, older women farmer respondents like old male respondents
concentrate more on rice-based farming. But young women farmers are largely involved with cash
and profit-oriented crops. Though young women farmers describe that social barriers are the main
cause for their less involvement with rice cultivation, older women’s engagement in rice
cultivation opposes that statement. Some external supports (such as NGOs’ women centric
agricultural extension services) open the opportunity for young women to engage with various
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unconventional farming activities. For example, I mentioned earlier that many young farmers are
involved with homestead based organic compost production, which was not common in the past.
Besides, crop diversification and agricultural diversification give opportunity to young women to
engage with various new types of crops and animal production which give them better profit, also
they can avoid social restriction related to rice cultivation.

4.4 Social mobilization through farming
Women farmers’ mobility beyond the gender segregated social boundary is the significant change
that came along with their involvement in farming. Though, women’s restricted mobility is still a
substantial constraint to their engagement in farming, I found that women who otherwise live
within their homestead, are now going to the fields, interacting with outsiders, and engaging with
a market because of their farming activities. A report published by the Asian Development Bank
and ILO mentioned that restricted social mobility is the main cause of fewer women participation
(33.5%) in employment in Bangladesh (ADB 2016). Kabeer and Mahmud (2004), noted that
women’s mobility into the public space is restricted by powerful social norms, therefore, women
are mostly involved in either unpaid domestic labour or paid work that can only be carried out
within the boundaries of a homestead. But Bose, Ahmed and Hossain (2009) explained from a
different perspective that structural changes (industrialization) in the economy have affected males
and females in different ways. Men’s labour force supply shifted to industrial sector (such as
manufacturing and construction) whereas domestic responsibilities influenced women to engage
with various homestead-based farming activities as those are possible to carry out while
performing household task (Bose, Ahmed and Hossain 2009). Zaman (2012) added that rural
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women are gradually defying social barriers and getting actively involved in farming because of
economic pressure and fewer earning opportunities in the rural areas.
I want to restate two points here; first, young and older women farmers of this study came from
poor households, and second, following social norms of purdah which restrict women’s mobility
is also a matter of financial affordability. These women farmers’ initial motivation in becoming
farmers was to get rid of poverty which resulted in expanding their social mobility. Without this
social mobility they cannot succeed in farming and earn a livelihood from their farm work. For
illustration, young woman farmer respondent (YWF01 who is 33 years old, cultivating 2 acres of
family land) is producing various kinds of vegetables, fruits, fish and organic compost. Her
husband does not have any involvement in the farm work except some help like transporting her
compost to the clients and collecting cow dung for producing compost fertilizer, as her husband is
busy with his own profession of auto-rickshaw driving. So, she has to get everything done in the
farm, starting from procuring inputs to selling produce in the market. She stated that:
If I ask him to bring some seed for me from the bazaar, he would say your things,
you should buy. So, I go to the bazaar. This is the reason all people of this area know me.
Because women in market is not common norm in this area.
An old woman farmer respondent (OWF04) who used to do farming activities along with her
husband had to takeover complete responsibility as few years back her husband left farming and
stared working as a cargo ship worker. She said:
My husband usually takes all decisions of farming activities by consulting with me. Few
years back, when we lost our profits in agricultural activities, he left village and took a job
in lighter ship (small cargo ship). From that time, I continued everything on my own. Now
he has come back again but does not like to do farming.
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Another respondent (YWF02 age 25) mentioned that her husband cannot work with her as he
works as a farm labourer and he also has a small fish business in the local market. She grows
vegetables and sometimes she also needs to sell her produce in the local market as her husband is
busy with his own work. She described her farming:
At the initial level, my husband used to carry vegetables to the market. But now a days
sometimes I also go to the market to sell my produce. Some people make reactionary
comments that why a woman like me in the bazaar. If I wold not sell my crop. it would get
rotten in the field and who would give me money!
As I noted earlier, the previous literature highlighted that women’s absence in the market is the
reason that society does not recognize their contributions and women also do not have control over
the income in the family. The findings of my research indicate that this context is changing for
various reasons. The World Bank (2015) report on Women in Agriculture shows that in Guatemala
when men migrated, women become more involved in agriculture and household decision making.
In the similar condition in Bangladesh, male members’ involvement in the non-agriculture or
external income sources increased women participation in procurement and sale point as well as
increased their chances to exercise decision power. Male out migration indeed reconfigures a
certain level of gendered agricultural relation (Radel, et al. 2012). In the context of India, Pattnaik,
et al. (2018) found that though male out migration change the role of women in farming, it does
not make much of a difference on women’s control on productive resources. Traditionally
productive resource such as land remain to male household member even when they are absent
from the family.
NGO and microfinance organizations’ growing presence in the rural areas not only increased the
availability of credit to women, but also enhanced women’s social mobility in the village areas in
Bangladesh (Rozario 2001). As I mentioned in chapter three, eight of out of the ten women
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respondents of this research are involved with NGOs for credit service. The group-lending model
of NGOs microcredit is given to a group of individuals which acts as a substitute to collateral and
an individual access to loan depends on their involvement with the group and repayment behaviour
of the group (Amin, Becker and Bayes 1998). For obtaining credit, women farmers have to join
the group meetings and interact with the loan officer and other group members. Some of these
NGOs also offer various kinds of agriculture related services (training on farming, linking with
market) to their credit receiving women farmers. A woman respondent who is involved with an
NGO described how that increased her social mobility. She (YWF03) said:
At the beginning, I did not know anything about this area. I have no idea that where I can
get good seed or fertilizer. after involving with an NGO my mobility in this area increased.
Now I know where I can get fertilizer, seed and other things related to my farming work.
Women’s participation in farming work made them depend on the NGOs credit services and due
to their loan obligation, they had to participate in credit group meetings and meet outsiders like
NGO loan officers and agriculture officers. As a result, their social mobilization crossed the
boundaries of the social restrictions. Thus, women’s participation in agriculture increased social
mobilization for both old and young women farmers to some extent, but the difference is that this
change is more radical among young women farmers, such as involvement in marketing. White
(1992), found that village market is one of the strict male domains in Bangladesh and presence of
woman is very rare. Among older farmers I did not find anyone who directly visits the market to
sell their produce. However, older women respondents (OWF02) and (OWF4) sell their crops to
the seller from their house, as sometimes wholesalers come to the local farmer’s house to buy
produce. Overall, old and young women farmers are gradually coming out from the norms and
restriction of the society for their agriculture activities. Saleh (2011) in the context of Bangladesh
noted that because of growing economic pressure, gender restrictions are becoming flexible,
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especially for poor rural women to engage in farming related work, which is traditionally viewed
as belonging to the male domain.
To sum up, in this chapter, I discussed young women farmers’ experiences of becoming farmers
in the context of Bangladesh. Lack of recognition and social identity as a farmer created some
extra burden for both old and young women farmers in operation of farming work. To cope with
social barriers, young women farmers’ selection of the crops and farming activities are different
than that of their male counterparts. Their engagement in farming do not only increase their income
but also expand the radius of their social sphere, which is a huge change in the context of strong
patriarchal and conservative society of Bangladesh.
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Chapter Five: Innovations and adaptations to challenges
In becoming farmers, young men and women face multifarious challenges related to finance,
knowledge, and market. This chapter discusses how young farmers adapt and overcome these
challenges through innovation. The discussion organized under four themes, namely- Adaptation
to the tenant land arrangement; Dealing with the farming cost; An unrecognized challenge: how
young farmers gather knowledge; and Multi-stage market chain and low-profit margin.
Generally, innovation is seen as a development process associated with technological advancement
(Baskaran and Mehta 2016). The FAO (2018, p5) notated that agricultural innovation is not just a
new technology. Instead it is process of bringing new products, methods or ways from individual
levels to organizations to solve the problems of farming, and to increase effectiveness and
completeness of existing practices in agriculture. Young people are often seen as agents of
adopting new technologies and bringing new ideas to transform the food system (IFAD 2018).
Recent policy documents highlighted some innovative practices from across the world that young
people are implementing to solve the obstacles they are facing in agriculture sector (FAO 2014;
Proctor and Lucchesi 2012). Though most of those innovations are generated from local context,
those indicate a future direction to solve the existing problems in agriculture sector. For example,
The Mastercard Foundation (2018) report mentioned about a youth innovation in agriculture from
Rwanda, where young people designed and developed an inexpensive greenhouse where same
quantity of food is possible to produce in a small land. This is a practical solution for the young
people with less access to land and also the land crisis in agriculture sector. In this chapter I will
discuss some innovations that young farmers of Bangladesh are implementing to resolve the
problems they face in farming.
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Adapting to the Tenant Arrangement:
Land is a fundamental resource to start farming, and it is often the biggest challenge to attain for
young farmers across the world (FAO 2014). As described in chapter three, though owning land
(through purchase and inheritance) is almost impossible for young farmers in Bangladesh, it is not
difficult for them to rent land in various tenant arrangements. Lack of age disaggregated data in
the national statistical reports makes it tough to infer what percentage of the young farmers are
cultivating in what kind of land arrangement. This study found that, accepting the reality of the
country’s land situation, young men and women farmers taking up tenant system is an apparent
norm to access to land.
Although tenant farming is a reality of Bangladesh agriculture, there are still no effective
regulations developed yet. Land rent market in Bangladesh often does not follow any formal
regulation, customary practices and verbal contact is ubiquitous than formal laws (LANDac 2016;
Taslim 1993). Most of the cases agreement of tenant land occurred in favour of the landowners
without following any formal laws. For instance, the Land Reform Act 1984 instructed to make
written contact and follow some guidelines for sharecropping (such as, at least five years contact
for cultivation, crops distribution rules); but implementation of those are rare as there is no firm
legal binding such as penalty system to implement the regulation.13 I found that, among 25
respondents of this study 23 of them have sharecropping land, but none of them has any written
contact. Hence, the challenge regarding land is not about accessing land, but making a profit within
the existing tenant arrangement practices.

13

The law instructed that if a party does not willing to make contact according to the law, opposite party may make
an application to the authority for getting contact executed (Land Reforms Ordinance 1984, p84). But there is no
provision in the legal instrument if sharecropping occurs without maintaining any regulations.
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Sharecropping is the most common form of land arrangement among young farmers. In this land
arrangement, a significant portion of the crop goes to the landowner, but the sharecroppers entirely
carry the risk of the production. For instance, farming is dependent on the appropriate weather for
growing crops. A small change in weather could do serious damage to the cultivation. Farmers
described that the weather pattern of the local areas is changing, and they are facing untimely rain
and heat waves very frequently. A respondent (YMF01) who mostly cultivates on sharecropping
land, described one such event:
My income is not stable in recent years. Untimely and excessive rain is the main reason.
This change of nature impacted us many ways. Three years back when we were preparing
for soybean harvesting, we got one-month long rain. We did not get any profit in that
season rather we had to bear damage of two hundred thousand taka (around 2400USD).

In response to this kind of situation, young people try to cope in various ways: restricting to small
scale farming, concentrating on profit-oriented crops, and switching to a comparatively favorable
land arrangement such as fixed rent and mortgage. Limiting farming to a small size of area is a
defensive response many young people adopt to manage the risk of the investment they make for
growing crops in sharecropping land. A respondent (YWF04) is now cultivating around 16 acres
of land with her husband. Most of these are rented and mortgage land. In the beginning, when they
were dependent on sharecropping land, they tried to avoid risk by cultivating a small size of land.
She said:
That time we did not cultivate large amount of land. We were scared that if we would not
able to produce enough how we would give the portion of the crops to the landowner. We
had risk that if we would fail, we had to pay the landowners from our savings or other
sources.
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Another respondent (YMF08 is a tenant farmer) also reflected the same attitude to manage risk
in tenant land. He said:
If Allah bless me, I can earn more in one kani (2 acres) of land than 2/3 kani (4-6 acres).
For cultivating 2/3 kani, I need huge investment and if I do not get enough crop then it will
be huge loss.
Although renting and mortgaging (described in chapter three) land is more desirable to the young
farmers than sharecropping, usually mortgaging and renting is an option for young people who
have access to capital. In these kinds of land arrangements, they do not need to share any crop with
the landowners and can choose their own crop varieties, and cultivation methods. As I described
in chapter three, these are not possible in sharecropping land. But many of them do not have the
ability to choose this land arrangement, especially at the initial stages of their farming because of
financial reasons. So, when they are able to accumulate capital, either by sharecropping or any
other way, they prefer to rent or mortgage land. Respondents (YWF04) and (YMF08) started as
sharecroppers, now they moved their land arrangement to the mortgage system. Respondent
(YMF08) stated that:
At first, I started mung-bean cultivation in a sharecropping land. Then I felt that
sharecropping would not be a profitable cultivation for me. I had some money from my
previous work (he works as farm labourer). So, I took some land as mortgage.
As I described in chapter three, young farmers are concentrating more on cash crops over staple
crops which is also linked with the land arrangement. Under sharecropping practice, the yield is
divided into two equal shares in rice cultivation, but farmers get two-thirds of the crops in the
winter season crops such as nuts, lentils, mung beans and vegetables. Additionally, the market
value of winter seasons crops is much better than rice. For example, farmers gave a tentative
estimation that per maund (40kg) of lentil the average market price is 2500-3000 takas, and for
rice it is 600-700 takas. Production cost for average two acres rice cultivation is minimum 15
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thousand takas whereas lentil is nine thousand takas. Although, lentil yield is less than rice
(average lentil yields 20-25 maund and rice is 60-70 in per two acres), still lentil is profitable as
per unit price is higher and crop distribution is favourable for sharecroppers. Respondent (YMF06)
mentioned that he usually does not expect profit from rice cultivation. Instead, he is happy if he
can avoid loss of investment in rice. So, his concentration is on winter crops. Many other young
farmers also express in the same way, they know that making profit from rice cultivation is tough,
but it gives them access to sharecropping land; otherwise, they would not cultivate rice. It is tough
for the farmers to get sharecropping land only for winter crops cultivation.
Along with above mentioned land related issues, young women also have to consider their
domestic responsibilities while choosing a land for cultivation. They mentioned that they try to
find land close to the home so they can look after their crops besides taking care of their domestic
work. As mentioned earlier, people do not like to give sharecropping land to a woman farmer, they
usually ask their husbands to contact the landowners or try to use their personal relation to obtain
sharecropping land. A respondent (YWF01) mentioned that by showing her farming activities she
convinced a neighbouring farmer to give her sharecropping land. Another respondent (YWF05)
also described her experienced:
People usually do not like to give me land. I requested so many land owners before getting
these lands. Whenever I asked people to give me land; they told me you do not have enough
capital to invest in fertilizer and other inputs in the land. This is true that I do not have the
ability to use fertilizers and other inputs in my land like other farmers. They also said how
a woman can do all those hard works required in farming without her husband. However,
finally, my father-in-law and a distant relative gave me some land to cultivate as a
sharecropper.

Dealing with the farming cost:
There is no doubt that farming is a finance intensive activity. From planting to harvesting, in every
step of cultivation, a farmer needs money to cover the cost of various inputs such as labour, seed,
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fertilizer, insecticide and so on. Even if young farmers have access to land, they cannot grow
anything without those farm inputs. A respondent (YMF12) recounted that “Money is everything
for us. Without money, our farming is stopped. If we have money to invest, we grow anything in
the farm.” Many other respondents shared this view that managing financial issues is the biggest
challenge they face to become a farmer and still facing to continue their farming activities. Thus,
as I described in chapter three, young farmers are heavily dependent on various external financial
services to finance their farming activities.
The fact is that to tackle the challenges of farming cost, young farmers cannot depend only on
loans from the external financial services, as they need to pay interest on these loans, which
increases the operational expenses of farming even more. So, in this context young farmers are
applying various strategies to reduce the dependency on external finance, such as diversifying farm
activities and involving themselves in other non-farm earning activities. In the following
paragraphs, I will provide details of those strategies.
Young farmers who cultivate a small size of land (up to 7 acres) are involved with additional
earning activities to reduce the dependency on external finance. Working as a farm labourer is the
most common part-time work engagement. Also, young farmers are engaged in non-farm activities
such as driving auto-rickshaws and tractors, and working on construction sites to support their
family and farming cost. Similarly, Rapsomanikis (2015) report on small farmers in nine
developing countries in Asia and Africa including Bangladesh found that small farmers often
engage with additional earning, both in off-farm and non-farming activities, because of income
from small productive resources, which in many cases are not enough to cover the basic needs of
the family. Young male farmer respondents (YMF06, YMF08, YMF10, YMF11, all of them are
cultivating in up to 7 acres land) are working as farm labour. One respondent (YMF08) described
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that he tries to maintain production cost from his auto rickshaw driving and farm labour income
so that he can sell his produce when the market condition is favorable. He stated:
After harvesting my land, I bring rice in my house and stock there. I pay labourers from
my other income. I usually wait for price hike of paddy. I sell rice when I need money. If
I have enough cash, I do not sell produce in normal situation. After harvesting, price of rice
usually remains low, so I wait for off season to get good price.

Diversifying the farm income is another way to reduce dependency on external finance. Crop
production cost is minimized by other kinds of farm-related income such as animal rearing, fish
farming, farm equipment renting, and mixing high value but risky crops with low-value minimal
risk crops. Respondent (YMF14 cultivating 6 acres of land) described, “I cultivated soybean
because it has less production cost (not profitable as watermelon but better than rice). However, I
selected watermelon because it is very profitable though it has huge production cost.” Young
farmers who have a comparatively large-scale farming in terms of land size (farmers who cultivate
more than 7.5 acres is considered as big farmer in Bangladesh) concentrate more on diversifying
farm production and income. They usually cultivate various crops and cover the loss of one crop
production by another one. Respondent (YWF04 cultivating16 acres of land) said, “if we face loss
in the rice cultivation, we minimize it by other crops. This happens in farming all the time.” All of
the respondents (YMF01, YMF12, YMF15, and YWF04) cultivate more than 10 acres of land,
and they all have multiple types of farm related earning activities. Respondent (YMF01) has 16
acres of sharecropping land and every year he needs a good amount to rent farm equipment. A few
years ago, he bought a tractor to reduce cost and also by renting it he started to earn money. He
described:
When we got our tractor, I started plow my land in flexible time. At the same time, I started
to rent my tractor to others. Later I bought another tractor. But I sold second one because
of maintenance cost. However, my earning from renting tractor help me to bear the cost of
my farming. Not only tractor but also, I bought an irrigation pump machine. In my leisure
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time I irrigate people’s land, which help me to earn some extra pocket money. Besides,
during harvesting time I convert my tractor to a rice husking machine. This is also another
seasonal income.
At the individual level young farmers deal with financial matters in different ways. While
describing how he deals with financial issues, respondent (YMF11) said, “I rear goats and cows,
if I need money, I sell those. One of my brothers who is working in the city, also sometimes sends
me money to maintain the expenses of my farm.” Another respondent (YWF02 involving in
vegetables and fish production) mentioned that producing crops earlier in the season brings some
extra profit, therefore she follows this strategy to maximise the profit. She stated that:
If I am able to produce vegetables before or the beginning of the season, I can get high
price. So, I always try to do that. I start to prepare my land and seedling early. By this way
I grow vegetables earlier than other farmers, which ensure me a slightly higher price. For
this reason, I need to spend more time and do hard work for taking care of my crops.
A young farmer (YMF15) who cultivates 12 acres of a family owned farmland, shows how to
reduce the cost of rice cultivation and make profit from it, whereas many of the farmers were
complaining that rice is an unprofitable crop. He showed that by using an innovative idea of how
one can reduce cost and make profit from rice cultivation. Instead of planting rice he spreads the
seeds on the land as people do when preparing the seedbed before planting rice. This way he is
able to reduce planting and seedbed related costs, which are one of the most prominent costs
farmers spend in rice production. This system takes some extra time to grow rice and amount of
yield is also slightly less. For instance, in this system per two acres he gets 50 maunds of rice (one
maund = 40kg) whereas mainstream practice provides 60-70 maunds. He also depends more on
organic fertilizer than chemical fertilizer. However, the fact is that a sharecropper cannot
implement this kind of innovative idea as landowners do not like to have less yield for
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implementing a new production system which only benefits the sharecroppers. He (YMF15)
describes:
When I went to Camilla for training, I saw that farmers were cultivating in this way. So, I
thought it is also possible in my land. Here I have two kani (4 acres) land. I can get
minimum 100 mons of rice. I do not have huge cost. I spent 2 thousand for seed and 6
thousand for tractor cost. If I sell my rice at 700 per mon (One mon=40kg), I will get 70
thousand takas just by investing 8000 takas. If no natural disaster comes, I will not have
anything to be worried. Now we need to think how we can produce crop by spending
minimum investment.
In the dominant system, people need 15 people for planting, but I can do it by one labourer.
I do not need to clean weeds as crop is stronger in this system so weeds cannot make any
harm to the crop.

Young women farmers have a comparatively advantageous position in terms of access to the low
operational cost loan, as they have relatively easy access to microfinance organization.14 Also,
young women farmers are engaged in various home-based activities such as fertilizer productions,
homecraft, and animal rearing, which aid in additional earning to invest in their farming activities.
Respondent (YMF05 involved in mung bean and livestock production) collects seeds from her
yield instead of buying seeds from the market to reduce the cost and dependency on external
finance. Mung bean seed is very weather sensitive, and its preservation requires expertise in this
work. Local weather is very humid, and this condition is not favorable for seed preservation.
Usually farmers in local areas buy this seed from the market. Respondent (YWF05) described:
I used to borrow money from other people. That time I borrowed money for 500-taka
interest for per thousand takas. First two years I needed to borrow money but later I learned
to preserve seeds and I was able to reduce my cost.

14

As I mentioned earlier, a local NGO provides special agriculture credit with six months repayment time to the
women farmers and also, they give various farming related technical support to those credit receiving women
farmers. A male farmer can obtain this loan through his wife or a female member of the family if women of that
family have active involvement with farming activities. But I do not find any male farmer in this study who takes
this opportunity. NGO agriculture officer told me that before allocating this loan they investigate the farming
activities of women farmers.
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An unrecognized challenge: how young farmers gather knowledge
As I discussed in chapter three, young farmers primarily learn farming in a socialization process.
In the second stage, that knowledge is partially shaped through the government and NGOs’
extension services. In this study, I found that importance of learning and the challenges to attain
farming knowledge are not well recognized to young farmers in Bangladesh. When I asked young
farmers what the principle challenges to becoming farmers were, their answers were land, money
and markets. They replied that if they have money and land, they can grow anything. Learning
came as “we can learn it just by observing others” or “we are doing it from an early age.” Many
respondents showed this same attitude towards learning. Though they do not realize the importance
of learning, I observed that it is one of the main challenges which resulted in bad harvests and
financial loss in cultivation. A government agriculture officer pointed out that there is lack of
awareness about the importance of learning about agriculture in society and to the farmers as well.
By indicating the condition of agricultural education, he said:
Agriculture is not getting enough focus and importance in our education system. Though
we have an agriculture subject in the school level, it is not compulsory rather an elective
subject. If someone wish, they can take this subject. In most of the cases student do not
take this course.
Further, he explained that to the farmers, extension officers’ advice and training are not important
resources. Rather farmers are more interested in what kind of government subsidy they can receive.
He stated:
Generally, people do not like to join in training sessions if we do not give them anything.
People do not have sense of the importance of these training programs. When we tell them
about training, they ask us what we will give them if they join there. They usually reluctant
to join training, so we have started to give them money for joining in the trainings.
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NGO agriculture officer comments in this regard described this situation in broader perspective.
He said:
At first, they (young people) start cultivating crops by seeing that other people are making
profit. So why not me! But they do not give importance on learning before start farming.
For example, one of our colleagues who got layoff last year. After that he started
watermelon cultivation by leasing a land. Where most of the farmers harvest was good this
year his harvest was bad. His watermelon was not grown properly and was too tiny to sell.
I live beside him, but he never asked me for any advice. If I were in his position, I would
defiantly seek advices from an expert. He thought it is very easy and started to cultivate
without knowing about this.
I asked him that is this mentality common in many other young people? In reply he said that:
This kind of attitude is very common. People tend to think like we know everything, and
they prefer to learn from their own experience rather than asking others. People come to
learn from us when they fail in cultivation. Sometimes, a few people grow a bumper crop
without knowing anything. It might be because of good soil. From this confidence, they do
it again and sometimes fall in loss in the second or third year.
This research also indicated that young farmers initially do not give much importance to
knowledge when they start their farm. Eventually, they face loss, and then they learn from their
mistakes. This is how they recognize the importance of learning. They get connected with the
government and NGO extension services and start to take advice from experienced farmers.
Respondents (YMF15 cultivating 12 acres of family own farmland) described how he understands
the importance of learning. He said:
First three years I cultivated without knowing much about farming. During that time, I
neither made a profit, nor I made any loss. I felt I am in the same position and I need to do
something. I saw a neighbouring farmer whose farming was good. I asked him for advice.
Initially, he was reluctant to give me advice, then I told him that I provide the same food
to my cows and fish as you, but your cows and fish are better than me. What is the problem
with my farming! He gave me some suggestions.
Then I also felt that I need to learn about it from a proper place. I seek advice from a
government officer. I told him that I have this kind of land, please suggest me how can I
cultivate it properly. He told me you had to join many kinds of training program before
starting your farming. He invited me in some training programs, and I attended. I also took
training from NGO and development agencies. There are many organizations in our area,
Prisom Bangladesh, Sagrika, BRAC and so on. I went to all of them by my wish, even
when they did not invite me.
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It is hard to say how many of the young farmers are forced to leave after a loss in their initial stages
of farming as there is no available information. But it is perceived that due to lack of knowledge
many young people fail in their initial attempts of farming. A respondent (YMF06 is 26 years old,
cultivating 3 acres of land) mentioned that in the first few years of his agricultural work, he was
facing losses and had to sell cows and trees to recover the invested money and was forced to stop
farming for a few years.
Some of the young farmers showed innovation in bridging the gap of knowledge to succeed in
farming from the start. A respondent (YMF03) gave priority to learning from the beginning of his
farming. He followed the advice of a friend who is a graduate of agricultural studies and regularly
read a farming related magazine published by government agriculture department. This kind of
awareness in not common among the other young farmers. He described how that helped him
understand farming better than others:
There is a major disease that damage crops called rotten root disease. I came to know about
this from “Krishi Kotha” (Farming Talk) magazine. Every 15 days I use rotten root disease
controlling medicine. Most of the farmers do not know about this. This increased my profit
and saved my crops. (YMF03).
Usually farmers start new crops cultivation after being inspired by other farmers who succeed in
those crops. But lack of proper knowledge in cultivation frequently brings a bad harvest in new
crops cultivation. Two young farmers (YMF01 and YMF08) by recognizing this risk in cultivating
a new crop, hired expert labourer and learned from them. Respondent (YMF08) stated:
I hired people who are experts in seedling of the crop (watermelon) as I did not know about
this. I also observed them closely how they were doing and then I did rest of the seedling
by myself. They also instructed and showed me how to do it.
Respondent (YMF01) has a tractor renting business. Once while he was plowing another person’s
land in a distant village saw that people in that area were widely cultivating soybean. He realized
that as the soil and weather are almost the same in his village and the soybean cultivating village,
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this could be possibly grown in his land. Though other farmers were not cultivating this crop at
that time, he took the experimental initiative in cultivating soybean in a small piece of land. But
as he did not know the cultivation process, he hired a labour from that village and kept him in his
house for a month to learn the cultivation. He explained:
I learned about soybean when I was plowing another farmer’s field in a distance village. I
saw they were making profit from this crop. So, I hired an expert labour from that area to
advise me in my first year of soybean cultivation.

All the young women farmer respondents (YWF01, YWF03, YWF04), mentioned that training in
farming from NGOs helps them to improve their farming, though they were not associated with
NGOs to learn farming, rather they joined for access to finance. As mentioned before, NGOs in
rural areas provide farming related training to improve the financial situation of the loan recipient
women. As many of the young women depend on credit service of NGOs to continue their farming,
their knowledge acquisition and sharing usually come from their involvement with the NGOs. The
interesting fact is that women farmers’ innovation in farming knowledge has a link with their
relocation practice after marriage. Farming practice and crop cultivation are not same in every
region. A respondent (YWF02 is 25 years old) grew up in an area where vegetable cultivation is
more prominent than grain crops cultivation and her parents always grew vegetable at an earlier
stage of the season so that they get a better price. After her marriage she saw that her husband’s
family did not cultivate vegetables though they are more profitable. So, she took an initiative to
cultivate vegetables and taught her husband how to grow vegetables.
My parents in law were more active in rice cultivation. Therefore, my husband did not
know about vegetable cultivation. I knew about vegetable cultivation as my father was a
vegetable farmer. In my parents’ area people cultivate vegetable widely.
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Respondent (YWF01) grew up in a hilly area and brought a seed of a hilly crop to her husband’s
village and experimentally cultivated in a small field. The first year when she cultivated in the
rainy season, she was not able to produce crops and then she tried once again in the dry season and
succeeded. She explained (YWF01):
I bring a special type of seed from my parents’ area which is a hilly area and you know this
is a plain land. I bring that plant in this area first. You can eat that as a fruit and vegetable.
Many people come to see this. Local government agriculture officer also visited. I sell this
seed from 50 to 100taka per kg.

Multi-stage market chain and low profit margin:
To become successful farmers, young people face a critical challenge in the market. Finding a
market is not difficult as there are available buyers who even purchase farmers’ produce directly
from the field. A respondent (YMF10) stated, “Marketing of our produce is not tough. There are
many buyers in the village, and we can sell to them very easily”. Many other young farmers express
in the same way that they do not have a problem to find buyer. But the presence of numerous
intermediaries in the marketing of agricultural products pose a great challenge for the young
farmers to obtain a fair price from the existing agricultural market. A respondent (YMF15)
explained that:
Now we are bound to sell local buyers who sell in city area. They are also bound in city
where they also sell to specific people. Actually, in our agriculture, there are so many
middlemen in every crop distribution. So, profit is divided among many people.

As described in chapter three, Bangladesh agriculture is dominated by small scale farmers who
cultivate very tiny size of land (98 percent farmers cultivate only up to 7.4 acres of land). It is
tough for these small farmers to achieve an economy of scale in production to market their produce
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(Chowdhury 2010). Consequently, many intermediaries work in between producers and
consumers to collect, store, transport, and distribute small farmers produce. Traditionally the chain
of intermediaries is very long. And this chain of intermediaries is considered as the main hindrance
to farmers in receiving right price of their produce (Chowdhury 2010). A report on Bangladesh
agribusiness and post-harvest system found that in the market chain, farmers are supposed to sell
to the local traders, who in turn sell to the other traders (commission agents and then wholesaler)
and finally to retailers (AGRICO Limited, New Zealand 2004). Further reports explain that
intermediaries do not invest in creating extra value on farmers produce (such as by packing,
sorting, and branding). Instead, they focus on buying from farmers at a reduced rate to ensure their
own profit. Islam, et al. (2014) found that a big part of benefits of agriculture produce usually go
to intermediaries and farmers get a lower price for their products in this multilayer marketing
chain. Another fact is ‘distress sale’15 which corresponds to a vulnerable condition of the farmers
where they are forced to sell their produce at an extremely low price just after harvesting to
maintain the production cost (I. M. Chowdhury 2010). A respondent (YMF01) recounted:
There is a fact that we had a pressure to sell our crops in a lower price just after harvesting
to pay the labourers. Most of the farmers sell their crops in this time that causes price drop.
Last few years labour cost increased than before but the price of crops has been decreased.

Marketing of agriculture produce can be seen in two broader categories. First, rice is a major crop
in the country, but the rice marketing chain is exceptionally unfavorable for small farmers. Farmers
have minimal chances to penetrate the existing marketing channel of rice. In this market chain
small brokers or commission agents collect rice from the farmers (usually from the local bazaar

15

Immediately after harvesting poor and small farmers have to sell their produce to pay the labourers and make
credit repayment. Small farmers also rarely have storage facilities. Thus, farmers forced to sell their products
instead of a lower price in the market.
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and farmers’ house), and then they sell to the local miller. Wholesalers and big millers buy rice
from the local millers and then they sell it to the big retailers usually in large volumes. The big
retailers sell to small retailers, and they in turn sell to the consumers. All these intermediaries are
dependent on each other and maintain a network to control this chain. Therefore, if farmers try to
sell directly to the mill owner or a wholesaler, they do not get the same price as that of the
commission agents or small brokers. A respondent (YMF15) described:
Even If I try to sell rice in rice mills directly by avoiding local buyers, I will not get the
same price from them as local buyers. Because they give extra price to the local buyer as
they supply them all over the year. As a farmer I cannot supply them huge amount of supply
regularly. If I bring rice to the mill, they may give me 10 takas higher, but which will not
make any changes as I have to spend money for transportation.

Another fact is that rice production needs a good amount of investment and many young farmers
lack of capital. As I described in chapter three, farmers rely on the informal finance to maintain
farming activities, one such example is farmers take advance money from the buyer on condition
of selling them after harvest, which results in less bargaining power at the time of selling.
Respondent (YMF03) explained:
Another fact is we do not have enough money in the time of rice production. Therefore,
sometimes we loan in advance from the rice- buyers to manage our production cost. At the
end of season, we have to sell to that buyer and in most of the cases, they give us a lower
price. If you bring our rice to a rice- mill, they will not buy from us. Because they also have
a representative of rice- buyers in our area. They only buy from that person not directly
from a farmer. It is a syndicate business. it is not possible for us to enter in that syndicate.

The middlemen in rice market (locally called them Aradder, bepari, Mohajhon) also control the
price of rice at the retailer level, usually by creating a crisis in supply (Nabi and Mahmud 2019).
Therefore, price fluctuations in the retail market do not positively impact farmer’s profits. For
example, farmers mentioned that they sold a maund (maund=40kg) of raw rice at 500-700 taka,
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but in the consumer level I found that minimum price of processed rice per maund (40kg) was
1600 taka in the local retail shop.
The price of rice is usually at the lowest level after harvesting because of the huge supply in the
market. As mentioned earlier, farmers are forced to sell rice at that time to pay labourers and other
production-related costs. Respondents (YMF08, YMF15) mentioned that they try to avoid selling
their crops at that time and maintain their production cost by working as day labour and crop
diversification respectively. But the price of rice generally does not go up beyond a specific level
(usually 500-700 takas), and many farmers do not have enough storage facilities, so usually, they
cannot hold their rice.
In comparison, the market channel of winter crops such as vegetables and watermelon are
relatively flexible and favorable to the young farmers. Vegetables and watermelons give a chance
to sell directly to the consumer level and in a wholesale place. A respondent (YMF15) mentioned
that increasing local population also created demand for vegetables in the local markets; therefore,
sometimes he directly sells to the consumers or the local retailers. Two other respondents (YWF03,
YWF01) also mentioned that they directly sell their vegetables in the local market. But the direct
marketing scope is still limited for young farmers because the local demand is much lower than
the farmers’ production. Therefore, generally, they need to depend on intermediaries to sell their
vegetables. Watermelon is an exceptional fruit crop that young farmers can directly sell to the
wholesalers. This crop is new in the local areas, which might be a reason that there are fewer
intermediaries in the market chain. Moreover, the price of fruit is high and the productions of fruits
are limited, but watermelon can be produced in plenty on a small land. So, it gives an exceptional
return from the cultivation and marketing of this crop which is not comparable to any other crop.
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A respondent (YMF03) described the watermelon marketing chain in contrast with other crops.
He said:
If we cultivate watermelon in 2 kani (4 acres) of land, we can get five trucks of produce. If
we carry this five-truck of harvest to the city, we can profit at least one hundred thousand
takas for each of the truck. In case of rice, we cannot do it. For example, if I cultivate rice
in three kani (6acres) of land in a good season, I could get three hundred mon at highest
level of production. If we want to transport this rice, we will need at least five hundred
bags for transportation. Where will I get those bags?!

A local NGO agriculture officer mentioned that though many other winter crops (such as soybean,
lentil, nut and so on) do not have direct marketing options, unit per price is comparatively better,
and production cost is less than rice. Even if farmers get a lower price compared to the retail price,
they can still make a better profit from the winter crops. Thus, young men and women farmers are
more focused on winter crops because they know that the rice market is monopolized, and they do
not have a chance to make extra profit from it.

To sum up the chapter, the strategies to face challenges of tenant land and dealing with the farming
costs are interlinked. In both the cases, young farmers are concerned about reducing cost in their
farming and searching for an alternative way to increase their farm income. Though the importance
of farming knowledge is less recognized by young people, awareness to learn about farming is
gradually increasing. The market is the place where young farmers are most helpless in terms of
their lack of control over the price of their produce. Though rice is the principal crop, young
farmers are shifting their concentration to the winter season crops to avoid monopolized rice
market.
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Chapter 6: Concluding remarks and suggestions
Based on qualitative data the research sought to understand young people’s experiences in
becoming farmers in Bangladesh. From a gender perspective, young women farmers’ experiences
were also explored. The research focused on young farmers, in the context of recent research and
policy concern, which highlighted that in spite of joblessness among rural young people in the
developing world, they are explicitly showing their reluctance to pursue livelihood as farmers,
though agriculture is still the main livelihood for rural economy and rural young people.
In the context of Bangladesh, young people’s lack of interest in agriculture is not irrational, if we
consider the challenges they face in agriculture. At the same time, this is also important that
findings of this study reveal that many rural young people are taking up agriculture as a profession
and trying to be successful in their lives. The present study also found that poor economic prospect
outside of agriculture is the main driving force to bring young people in farming. Many of these
young farmers do not have passion for farming, but they do not have other options to make their
livelihoods. Similarly, Kafle, Paliwal and Benfica (2019) in the context of Malawi and Tanzania
found that rural young people tend to get involved with some sort of agriculture activities rather
than remain unemployed. This kind of youth attachment with farming neither reflects that
agriculture is providing an economically sustainable livelihood to young people, nor that youth
will continue farming if they are able to find a better option. It reflects to an inferior state of
agriculture for the next generation of farmers. Therefore, it is necessary to support young people
so that they can consider farming as a viable livelihood option.
This study found that young farmers in Bangladesh are considering access to financial services as
the foremost obstacle for them than access to any other resources. Increasing production cost of
agricultural produce also intensified the need for external finances. In spite of some obstacles they
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have access to land through rent market, but they cannot access formal financial services even
from specialized agricultural banks due to lack of capability to fulfil the requirements of credit
services. Special youth centric financial services are required to address this problem, in the same
way as once the government introduced agriculture loan services for the farmers. Additionally,
knowledge that is required for farming is mainly obtained by a socialization process, specifically
observing and doing farming activities from the early age; but in this process young farmers face
challenges when they begin to grow new types of crops or try a new method of cultivation which
was not common in the past. Moreover, prevailing agriculture extension services do not have any
special focus on young farmers. Thus, agriculture extension services also need to be redesigned by
addressing young farmers’ challenges to obtain knowledge.
A gender perspective of young farmers reveals that challenges and needs of young men and women
are not the same in agriculture. Young women farmers emphasise social barriers (norms of purdah,
less access to public places, lack of identity as farmers) than access to land, finance, and other
input constraints in farming. This does not mean that young women farmers have easy access to
those resources; instead, they mention social barriers because those are the first obstacles they face
in farming. Likewise, young women’s involvement mainly in homestead-based agriculture reflects
that it is not only due to social norms of seclusion, but also because they do not have access to
necessary resources. For example, the study found that sharecropping land (common land
arrangement among the farmers of the country) is less accessible to young women farmers than
young men farmers. Besides, practice of patrilocality and prevalence of early marriage put young
women in unfavourable social situations where they need to depend on male members of the family
to access necessary resources.
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Regardless of the dismal condition in agriculture and lack of appeal to choose farming as an option
for livelihood, this research found that young people who are in this profession are involved with
farming activities which bring good financial returns. White (2015) in the context of Indonesia,
also observed that poor return from farming is the main reason for young people moving away
from this sector, not that they do not like agriculture and rural life. This suggests that young people
will be interested in agriculture, if agriculture is profitable for them. The findings of this research
also showed that young people in many ways trying to cope up with challenges in agriculture by
applying their innovations. The innovations and strategies that young farmers are coming up with,
can be applied in boarder context of the society to solve young people’s problems in agriculture.
Young farmers also gave some suggestions from their experiences to make farming better for them
and other young people who want to come into farming. Most commonly they talked about the
need to have easy access to credit services, dedicated agriculture extension service officers for
young farmers and access to government subsidy programs. Besides, a respondent suggested the
need of farmers organization and the farmer’s leader in national politics. A 27 years old farmer
described that:
I think farmers from all over the country have only one demand, availability of lowinterest loan support and fair price for rice. To achieve these demands, we need to form a
farmer’s organization. We do not have a real leader in the parliament house who could
talk in favor of farmers. Now many people are introducing them as a leader of farmers,
but how could a person be a farmer’s leader without direct connection with land! We do
not have any real leader from the farmer's community to convince high-level politicians.
This is the main reason they (politicians) do not know about farmer’s problems. YMF12

Another young farmer, by indicating socially discouraging situations, gave suggestions to young
people on how to start farming. He said:
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I think young people should only listen to their inner call. Some people make young farmers
confused all the time. Some will advise in a certain direction, while some others will say
the opposite. Also, people do not give motivation to young people, rather make them feel
scared about farming. My suggestion is that if anyone likes farming, he or she should start
it. I think in my area there is no alternative profitable business as farming. Just a small
amount of money and own labour could bring prosperity for a person. YMF 15
These two comments of young farmers imply that young people are well aware of the problems in
agriculture as well as socially discouraging situations of undertaking farming as a livelihood. The
findings of this research provide an understanding of young people’s challenges and needs in
agriculture, which can be useful in policy design in agriculture to support young farmers in
Bangladesh. This research is a very first attempt to understand Bangladeshi young farmers’
experiences in agriculture. Despite time constraints, I have tried to understand the experiences of
both young men and women. But I think there is still a huge scope for further research; young
people’s innovations in agriculture, and the challenges they face regarding finance and marketing
need to be more extensively researched.
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APPENDIX : I
Socio-economic characteristics of the respondents

Young male Farmers
Interview ID

Age

Education
(grade)

Marital Status

Land(acre)

YMF01

28

7

Married

16

Engagement
with farming
(year)
12

YMF03

27

7

Married

6

5

YMF06

26

4

Married

3

6

YMF08

27

3

Married

2

7

YMF10

22

4

Married

4

4

YMF11

26

3

Unmarried

6

9

YMF12

27

10

Unmarried

14

11

YMF13

30

5

Married

10

2

YMF14

31

5

Married

6.5

2

YMF15

29

9

Unmarried

12

11

Young women farmers
YWF01

33

4

Married

2

7

YWF02

25

3

Married

2

5

YWF03

34

2

Married

5

12

YWF04

30

5

Married

16

8

YWf05

28

2

Married

1

7
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Older male farmers
Interview ID

Age

Education
(grade)

Marital Status

Land(acre)

OMF01

55

None

Married

5

Engagement
with farming
(year)
25

OMF02

39

4

Married

2

19

OMF04

68

None

Married

47

OMF05

75

3

Married

OMF07

65

None

Married

Not in farming
(used to
cultivate
around 15
acres)
Not in farming
(used to
cultivate
around 20-25
acres)
5

7

25

Older women farmers
OMF01

45

4

Married

2

10

OMF03

58

4

Married

4

20

OMF04

60

None

Married

3

30

OMF05

46

None

Married

1.5

18

OMF07

60

None

Married

4

20
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APPENDIX : II
Becoming a Young Farmer
In-depth interview themes/ questions

A. Young farmer (18-35 years)
1. Do you identify as a farmer? Tell us a bit about who is a farmer in your view?
2. How long have you been farming? What inspired you to be a farmer? Is this common among
men/ women of your age group?
Why he/she decided to become a farmer?
What did you do before engaged in farming? Did you work as a migrant worker or engage in trade
before? (If so, please recall your detailed working experiences as possible as you can) What
influences do your former jobs bring to you?
On each important turn up or down in their career (in term of income: up or down, consequences
in expenditure or personal preference), especially related to stay in or out from farming, asked
their background decision, income change, requirement to get that particular jobs and preference
(including on type of crop or commodity), challenges they encounter and how do they deal with
them?
History of farming and when there is an important change in occupation history explore the
reason to change
3. Are young farmers trying to combine farming with other work?
a) Within agriculture such as production of inputs, marketing, credit?
b) Outside agriculture but within the village?
c) Outside agriculture and outside the village?
Through what means do you earn a living? (Both agricultural and non-agricultural activities
should be included) What do your family members working for? Why do you set up such
division of labour?
Has your agricultural income been stable or not in recent years?
What are the factors driving this process of diversification?
Why do you engage in (or get away from) farming at certain time?
4. Your experiences of farming—
a. Access to land- ownership, inheritance, renting/ lease
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If your family owns land, has there been discussion on inheritance? How is land divided between
you and siblings? Do daughters get land?
Farm size, type(s) of land, and average production for main crops
NB Get details: is this their own land already (in their own name), or informal transfer from
parents, etc.?
How did they get their farm land: (inheritance, purchase, renting, pawning, share tenancy)
Source of farm input other than land: initial capital, seeds, fertiliser, labour, etc.
From whom do you inherit the land? How and at what price? How much land area do you get from
your parents? Do you need a larger land scale? Are there any difficulties that you may encounter?
How many young people undertake farming in your village? How do they obtain land? When and
where do your parents distribute land for you and your siblings? Female obtain land or not? Are
there any conflicts or quarrels among family members in distributing land? Do people in your
village regularly redistribute land according to the change of population? What do you think of
this land tenure system?
If his/her parents have/had land, were there discussions between parents and the children about:
(for example): which of the children wants to be a farmer? How will the land be divided? If one
child receives more than another, how is this arranged between the brothers/sisters?
Did you take over agricultural tools/machines from your parents? Or did you have to buy these
yourself?
How he/she got their land, how others young people get their land in the village? What he/she
think about village land market (are they understand the fluctuation); any different condition
between man and women in accessing or inherit their land (check his/her family and neighbour)
– why?
The production system (including who involved in his/her farming, in which stage – what kind of
arrangement in term of share income etc) and source of inputs and their product market
How to get land and production system?
b. Crops
Which crops do you choose to plant? Which domestic animals do you choose to foster? Why?
Where did you get the information to make decision in such production arrangement?
c. Type of farming
Eco farming system, conventional farming
d. Skills, knowledge, resources
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Except for land, what resources do you still need in agricultural activities? (such as tools, fund,
loan, agricultural technology and knowledge) Where, how and at what price can you get these
resources? Where can you obtain these resources, in what way, at what price?
Where do you buy seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and other production materials and at which price
to buy? Whether you take some strategies to reduce the cost in the productive process or not? If
so, which strategies do you take?
How did you learn the various skills and gain the knowledge you need to be a farmer?
How did you learn your farming skills? What was the role of (for example): your parents/
grandparents; other older farmers; your peers (young farmers); things that you learned in school,
in courses/training programmes; the farmers’ group; radio/TV, social media?
5. Management/ decision making (labour, purchases, marketing)- Dependence Vs. autonomy.
Who decides what to grow? How to grow? How much did you contribute to this decision?
Except for yourself, who are engaged in agricultural labour with you? Who made the decision in
production material input, farming time control, sales of agricultural products and etc.?
Who make decision on the timing of farming, additional input and where to sell his or her
product (or probably mainly used for family consumption); is there many options to sell their
product? How do they acquire and develop farming knowledge and skills?
Detail market development
If you lease/ rent land, who decided to do so? What’s your role in this decision?
Do you need to hire some labour? For which production activities do you need hire labour?
Who interacts with agriculture extension workers? Do you find it useful to interact with them?
How long has your family been farming? Talk a bit about your parents’ farming experiences?
Ask his/her (a) working history and (b) parent occupation, any relation between a and b
Occupational background of his/her parents (traditional or new comers)
(if farmers, are they still farming? Do they have a history of non-farm occupation, inside or outside
the village?)
Is the respondent still helping on his/her parents’ farm? If so, under what kind of arrangement?
Who decides what work you do, and what reward (if any) you get for it?
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When young, did you help your parents on the farm (if so, give details: in what tasks? Were you
told to help, or was this your own decision? Did you like this work, or did you try to avoid it?
Did you get any reward for the work you did? [a gift, pocket money, a wage, a share of the crop?)
– and did the mode of reward change as you grew older? )
When did your parents begin to give you responsibilities on the farm (i.e. not just ‘helping/doing
what they tell you to do’, but getting involved in decision-making?
If the respondent is a [former] migrant, ask for details: why he/she decided to migrate, and how
was the decision made? Who proposed the migration (yourself, or parents?) How was this
discussed with parents, did they agree? Did they help? (e.g. by financing the migration) ?
Did you send or bring money or gifts to your parents? Did you help younger siblings (e.g. paying
for education, clothes, motorbike etc.?)
When and why did you decide to come back to the village, and to become a farmer? Was this your
own preference, or because your parents wanted you to come back?
6. Similarities and differences between what you do and that of your parents and other farmers
in your region.
What’s your opinion on traditional farming?
Do you have any innovation in your farming practices? Such as, which new technology
(including production, processing) do you adapt in your production?
What kind of new sale channel have you explored?
What’s the influence of new communication technologies, such as mobile, internet, social media)
on your production?
Are you using the same technique compare to your parent or traditional technique locally or are
you using different practices? Explain. If you are using new techniques, inputs or practices,
where did you get the idea for these changes?
What role do relatively new technologies such as mobile phones, internet and social media play
in the innovation process and dissemination?
7. Source of information- how do you keep yourself informed?
Is it useful to interact with agri extension? What is the nature of interaction?
Do you use the newspapers, radio, TV, internet for farming related information?
How about learning from older/ other farmers?
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Any study program/ training, etc.?
In addition to agri extension what are your primary sources of information/ knowledge for your
work (especially private input suppliers and marketing agents)?
Do you know the agricultural projects and policies by local government in your hometown? If you
know, how did you get these information? How do you adjust, face and acquire these external
supports?
What kind of social network do you have? In your experience was it difficult to form a social
network? What are the kinds of things that you do to sustain this social network?
How he/she get the information related to their important occupations, agriculture technique and
market. Are handphone and social media important?
8. Support structures
Has your family supported you in farming? In what ways?
Are they programs from the government for young farmers like you?
What about bank loans?
NGO support?
Have you ever joined some farmers’ associations, groups, organizations, or some online groups?
(For instance: We chat group, QQ group) Have you got any help from these groups?
Are you a member of a farm organization, or any other kind of organization?
Can you tell me about your experience with those organizations? That is: have you been able to
participate in discussing policies and programs for young farmers? How have you found these
discussion spaces to be useful?
Is he or she ever get field explanation or inputs from other programs? Is she or he knows any
government program related to agriculture in the area (re check with local informant – village
activist and local government Dinas)
Are they involved in existing farmer unions, associations and/ or political parties, and/or in
dedicated young-farmer organisations, and new modes of networking among young farmers
(with particular attention here to social media)? Explain their detail activities.
Do they have eco friendly network; how they used it
9. Perceptions of family, relatives, friends, community members
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10. What are your future goals for your life? How does farming fit into these goals?
Do you think it is hopeful to be a farmer? Is it a long-term plan for you to engage in farming? Do
you want your offspring to be farmer?
What do you see yourself doing 5-10 years from now?
What do you see your children doing? Do you see your children in farming?
Who do you think is a successful farmer in your region? Why?
Who do you think is a successful young farmer in your region?
How can a young farmer become a successful farmer like that successful farmer?
What is it that you like most about farming and rural life?
11. Challenges farmers like you face
What difficulties and risks do you meet when your products put into the markets? Do you adapt
some strategies to cope with the risks? If so, which strategies do you apply? How or from whom
can you get the information to help you make decisions?
What other difficulties and challenges have you ever met during this process？What kind of
strategy have you taken to solve these difficulties and challenges? How about the result？
What are some of the things that you like least about being a farmer and about rural life?
What are some of the most important challenges that you face as a young farmer?
- For example, is it difficult to get access to credit and extension services?
- Is finding a market for your produce a challenge?
- From your experience do you think that both women and men farmers face the same
challenges? How would these differ?
- What are some of the ways that you’ve been able to overcome some of these key
challenges?
What are the challenges in eco farming (as a youth for Irwansyah) ?
How difficult is it for you or young farmers to find a bride? Does the size of landholding matter
in this regard? Are the reasons only economic?
Apart from challenges within agriculture, what are the challenges that you face living in a
village?
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Is your family facing the economic pressure at present? Such as: children’s education, the marriage
pressure of yourself (or your children). Do you plan to buy (build or decorate) house in the city?
Or buy a car? Do you have any debt?
According to you, what are the things you, your family are likely to lose by living in this village/
countryside?
What are the advantages of living in a village/ countryside?
When people in your village abandon agriculture and move on to other work, does it affect your
prospects in agriculture?
12. What can be done? Who needs to do that?
What their suggestion for productive intervention.
Are they able to get what they want? Explain.
Which political parties do you think are (more) sensitive to interests of farmers and agriculture?
Why?
Can you talk about any policies/programs that are in place that you find particularly useful for
new and young farmers, and why are they so beneficial?
What existing policies/programs do you think are particularly damaging for new and young
farmers and why are they so damaging?
What have been some of the experiences that you have had that has contributed to policy
change?

B. Older farmers (some of them may be parents of young farmers) (Older farmers can be
asked many of the questions listed in this document as appropriate)
When you were young, did you have ideas/aspirations outside agriculture? Did you imagine
yourself in another occupation?
(to the mother: did you hope/expect to marry a farmer, or did you hope/expect to marry someone
with another occupation?)
Before you took over responsibility for the farm, did you work in other occupation[s], inside or
outside the village? [> try to get a ‘life-course occupational biography’ of both father and
mother)
How old were you when you took over the main responsibility for your farm (i.e. no longer just
‘helping on your parents’ farm’ )
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When your child[ren] helped you in farm work, did you pay them? (please give details)
Have you transferred any land already to your children? If so, can you please explain how this
transfer was arranged? Was the subject discussed with the (receiving) child and with the other
children? Please give details: how much land, to which child[ren], and when ? Was the transfer a
free gift , or do they have to pay you (instalments; share of the crop; continued help on the
parent’s land, etc.).
What is your opinion of your child’s decision on occupations (use some key important
occupation changes of the child)
How do the extended families support the family livelihood and how are tasks and benefits being
distributed within the family?
C. Village Counselor (Member of the local government)
Occupation data in the village, main village production/income (check, if village main income is
from remittances most probably is not stated by the government) and main agriculture production,
the average farming size
Who are the richest group and the poorest group; describe their occupation characteristics.
Describe the land market in the past and present (check with the relevant official for land transfers/
sale); if the land price increases rather steeply; ask is there any village initiatives to preserve land
for the poor and the young?
Is there any agriculture program from central, province or local government? How does it work?
Who benefit?

D. Local NGO activist
What is the situation with regard to the future of farming in this region/ country?
Situation of youth in agriculture
What programs/ policies are geared towards attracting young people to farming?
What are the challenges young people face in farming?
What can be done to make the countryside and farming appeal to young people?
E. Department of Agriculture (possibly also department of youth if there is one)

What is the main intervention in rural areas in the past 5 years? How it is work? How the result of
that policy? What has been learned and the future main policy?
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What is the concrete policy to increase productivity of land? To increase employment opportunity?
The youth income opportunity in agriculture? Rural ordinary people income? Rural inequality? –
check with reality on the ground.
Do you have any programmes or other activities directed at young farmers / future farmers?
Do you have any programmes directed at women farmers (in general) or young women farmers?
(if so, please give details: when, what, where, who were the participants/recipients, etc.)
How do you see the future for small farmers in this region? What kinds of support do you think
most necessary to increase productivity, to improve small-farmer incomes, and to make
smallholder farming attractive to the next generation?
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